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Male sexlessness is skyrocketing compared to female
sexlessness - basically, women are sharing Chads. There's no
way to spin that any other way.
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https://lovists.com/2022/10/09/sexesrelations/
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The Danny DeVito rule.
32 upvotes | September 2, 2022 | by smallstarseeker | Link | Reddit Link
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Trans-man shares his insights into how differently men and
women are treated in society:
30 upvotes | August 19, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
One of the unique things about the time we live in, is that there are now many people who have
transitioned genders and can give us thier insights on what life is like on both sides of the coin.
Here is the experience from a trans man from a thread posted here on Reddit. The OP is rather long,
so I will only excerpt a few of the most prescient details. But you can read the whole thing here:
https://www.reddit.com/r/Damnthatsinteresting/comments/tvt6t7/trans_man_discusses_how_once_he
_transitioned_he/
"I'm pretty quiet about the fact I'm a transman usually, but holy shit, I need to tell you about
the culture shock I'm going through because it's blindsiding me. There's a huge sense of
social isolation that comes with being perceived as male, because now people are
subconsciously treating me as a potential predator. All strangers, no matter thier gender,
keep thier guard up around me."
"It made me realize there is no inherent camaraderie in male socialization as there is in
female socialization - unless, of course, in very specific environments. And the fact I don't
ambiently experience this mutual kinship in basic exchanges anymore is an insanely lonely
feeling. You know how badly this would have fucked my mind up if I had grown up with
this? It's 4:30am and I'm mourning the loss of a privilege I didn't even know I had."
"When I'm out in public and interact with women, all of them come across as incredibly
aloof, cold, and mirthless. I have never experienced this before even though I know exactly
what this composure is - the armor that keeps away creepy ass men."
"But I only have a complete understanding of this context because I've experienced female
socialization. If I hadn't, I would have thought this coldness was a conspiracy against me
devised by roughly half the human population. Even now, with all that I know about
navigating the world as a woman, I'm failing to convince my monkey-brain that this armor
isn't social rejection."
"The human species looks so much colder standing from this side."
I REALLY feel for the OP and hope he's doing okay. Being friends with a lot of LGBT people, I've
known some trans men and these feelings are unfortunately not uncommon at all. This sense of
isolation has even made some of them de-transition because they couldn't handle it.
This post is both brutal and informative, and definitely worth sharing here.
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r/Tinder dropping black pill bombs in 2022
27 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by alienamongnormies | Link | Reddit Link
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2022 bullet dodging master
24 upvotes | September 28, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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"Looks don't matter, it's your personality that counts."
24 upvotes | September 5, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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just stop being petty guys
23 upvotes | September 8, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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"Women don't owe you anything."
23 upvotes | August 9, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
Every guy in the manosphere has probably at some point heard the argument "Women don't owe you
anything.", and I agree! They don't!
But why is it, when they become single moms with a kid they can't afford, then we all owe
them financial aid?
https://withfrank.org/how-to-pay-for-college/financial-aid/financial-assistance-for-single-m
others/
Or if they become homeless/displaced from an abusive relationship, then we owe them
federally funded women-only shelters they can go to for a free bed and 3 hot meals a day?
You might be thinking "But these are available for men to... right?". Well, there was one
available in Canada for men displaced from abusive relationships, but the owner of the
shelter was bullied and harassed so much by feminists that he fell into financial ruin and
commited suicide:
https://womenspost.ca/owner-of-shelter-for-abused-men-and-children-commits-suicide-after
-financial-ruin-ridicule/
Or they want to go to college, then we owe them federally backed affirmative action
scholarships just for being a woman? Despite 60% of college students (and rising) already
being women: https://www.scholarshipsforwomen.net/
Or they want free abortions, free mammograms, free contraceptives, free this, free that? The
list of women-only financial aid just goes on and on. They get it all, while men get nothing.
https://abortionfunds.org/need-abortion/
So this brings me back to the first point of "Women don't owe you anything.", I fully 100% agree that
nobody owes anyone anything in this life. But if that's true, we shouldn't be owing women anything
either. Men should not be forced to pay taxes for massive amounts of benefits that only women have
access to.
If you do not owe us anything, why should we owe you anything?
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Most MGTOW's didn't go thier own way, they were sent thier
own way.
22 upvotes | August 11, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
It always amuses me to see all these MGTOW's who say they "went thier own way" after decades of
being rejected by women and never getting a date.
I'm sorry, brother... but your ass got SENT your own way. These types of dudes were incels all
along, but don't want to call themselves that because of the stigma behind the label. Either that, or
they delude themselves into thinking they actually have some level of control/agency in this matter.
When in reality? They have pretty much none.
I'm not saying MGTOW's don't exist at all. There are some uncommon exceptions of attractive and
above average men who decide relationships are not worth the effort. But to me it seems like at least
75% of MGTOW guys are just incels, but under a different label.
This opinion is highly controversial amongst MGTOW's and when I brought up this talking point to
them, I got banned from a MGTOW forum. ---------‐-----‐-----------------------------------------------------Edit: I'm not saying these things because I look down on these incel MGTOW's. On the contrary, I
have a great deal of sympathy for them. I'm just saying these things factually. A lot of guys in the
MGTOW community don't want to accept they never had a choice in thier predicament. It's a tough
pill to swallow.
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It's women that can't deal with the reality of dating, not men.
21 upvotes | September 14, 2022 | by MAGA-Latino | Link | Reddit Link
We always hear about angry men that may get violent, even the red pill has documented the "red pill
rage" stage, then you hear about extreme cases of violence from incels. While all true a much bigger
side we don't hear about is that it's mostly women that can't deal with the reality of dating.
Men learn real quick where they stand and what needs to be done to improve their dating prospects,
but women never seem to get a clue.
I constantly see women everywhere claiming that "real men" don't care about a woman's past. If a
man tells them that men don't want a woman with a past, instead of taking his advice they will
attempt to shame him. "Well you're just inscure". Even if everyman tells them they'll just cover their
ears and claim that nobody is a "real man". Meanwhile they'll just continue the self destructive
behavior which will hurt their chances of getting the type of men they want.
Another big one I see is women deny the reality of the wall. All men are practically in agreement that
women lose value over time, yet women just refuse to accept that. Men everywhere are practically in
agreement about the change in the balance of power overtime, yet women keep trying to deny it.
They will ignore the warnings and just call everyone a "misogynist" for saying that. They just don't
seem to be able to fathom a time might come where they won't have the SMV advantage anymore.
Men understand the concept of "leagues" in dating, yet women do not for the most part. Men know
that if they want a super model that they need to qualify for her. Yet women all seem to think that
they can get the best men out there regardless of what they bring to the table. I constantly see women
thinking they can get men to commit that are clearly out of their league. Then they get upset if they
get pumped and dumped, but all the men around knew it was coming. I'm now seeing women staying
single and lonely because they are hoping to get a type of man that they just can't.
In fact we have seen women everywhere up in arms when a man told a woman that she was "average
at best" and that she didn't qualify for the men she thinks she does. Women everywhere were trying
to cancel said individual and would rather the woman live in a fantasy world at the cost of losing
opportunities with men that she actually can get.
Another big development is The Red Pill. The truth is that TRP is big and its influence affects the
actions of millions of men today. I see men everywhere refusing to be a beta bucks, refusing to settle
for post wall women, and refusing to be with single moms.
Yet women seem to be ignoring this major development and are instead doubling down on self
destructive behaviors. Instead of course correcting they still expect men to wait around until they
need saving. They still are becoming single moms. I'm watching many of these women blow their
best chances and are surprised when things don't go as they hoped. They are truly surprised when the
warnings were everywhere.
P.S. Nothing I said is to hate on ladies. I'm just pointing out some observations I've made. I am now
in my mid 30's, have been following TRP and PUA since the beginning. I just am in a place where
I've things come full circle.
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Not how girls work, they say... well, only 83% anyway.
21 upvotes | August 6, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
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Exredpill "guru" giving advice on loyalty... whose own love life
is a joke [xhhmzu, v1rfky]
20 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by bluingmyself | Link | Reddit Link
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Apparently women think misandry is justified
20 upvotes | August 15, 2022 | by Stunning-Spirit5275 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/worc2a/what_is_your_opinion_on_misandry/
Though some of the comments were objective and realized the inherent sexism, most felt that either
misandry was somehow men’s fault or it was justified due to misogyny. What’s your take ?
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It appears people are doing gender swap experiments on
/r/socialskills. On a side note, Reddit is probably the worst
place to learn social skills from. Dear God do I hate this
website...
20 upvotes | August 14, 2022 | by Liberated_Asexual | Link | Reddit Link
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Why do females and their white knights always say that low
status males feel “entitled to sex”?
19 upvotes | October 22, 2022 | by FastBananaViral | Link | Reddit Link
I have always found this quite bizarre. Wanting something is not the same as being as entitled to
something, they are entirely 2 separate things.
I am a low status male, being a 30 year old kissless virgin. Sure I would like to have sex and
relationships but I don’t feel “entitled”. My expectations of females are extremely low. I don’t expect
them to have basic respect, kindness or courtesy and they don’t in my experience. If they don’t show
respect why on earth would I expect them to have sex with me? I would say I am as far from
“entitled” as possible and many other males in my position feel the same way.
My hypothesis is that females are projecting. If you look at the abortion debate a lot of females
support abortion to a fanatical level even though if they never have sex they would never need to get
an abortion. I would say that this shows a lot of entitlement to sex and they are projecting this on us.
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You are not ugly, you are not genetically cursed, start
looksmaxing, fuck the black-pill take the white-pill
19 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by Gaycunt453 | Link | Reddit Link
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Anyone notice a lot of people IRL are redpilled?
19 upvotes | July 28, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link
I would hear conversations and people would talk about fresh and fit stuff in public, and noticed it
became more common in the last year, you guys notice that too lately?
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The "bar is on the floor" for relationships for men only because
the selective pressure to get into relationships has gone through
the stratosphere.
18 upvotes | September 9, 2022 | by Liberated_Asexual | Link | Reddit Link
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If you are a late virgin man you shouldn't frequent this place
(or other similar places)
16 upvotes | September 25, 2022 | by Purple-Heiss | Link | Reddit Link
Society says that a man should not measure his worth according to the number of women he has had
sex with....
I think this is a great example of how humans tend to be inconsistent with their statements and their
behaviors because it's pretty hard not to feel that most people, men and women alike, measure a
dude's worth (or much of it) according to his ability to attract the opposite gender.
I’m a 28 year old virgin man. A couple of months ago I decided to become a regular reader of this
site, and others like it, with the idea that I could get something good out of the debates and
discussions.
It wasn’t a good move. I would even go so far and say it was one of my biggest mistakes of the year.
My mental health has taken dips since then.
If you're a late virgin (or even just a virgin) maybe it won’t be good for your self-esteem to read a
large number of women declaring that if you've gotten to this point without any romantic or sexual
interaction it's because something is seriously wrong with you and "come on, sex is not a big deal",
"there are more serious problems in the world than not being able to get laid", "stop playing the
victim."
Men who don’t struggle with dating also deserve a mention:
"Dude, it's not that hard to get laid. You also don't need to be that good looking or have a lot of
money or game. I have casual sex with a different woman at least once a month and when I make a
little effort that number goes up. If you can't do this, something must be seriously wrong with you."
You guessed it. Reading other guys bragging to you about their constant sexual activity while you
have nothing isn't good for your self-esteem and mental health either.
This idea that a person can't get a partner because "there's something very wrong with their
personality or behavior" isn’t entirely incorrect: of course, many men are misogynistic, selfish,
boring, lazy or whatever you want and that's the reason they're lonely. However, to say that all those
in this situation are misogynistic, selfish, boring, lazy or whatever you want seems very indolent to
me. According to that study that caused such a stir a few weeks ago, a third of young men are sexless;
is it realistic to think that all of them are despicable?
I believe that women and those men who do well in dating resort to this argument because then they
don't have to question anything, neither the scheme nor themselves. It's much easier to judge others.
It’s also common for people to think that an unfair game is fair if the handicap favors them.
For all of the above reasons now I’m convinced that it’s better to stay away from these spaces if you
have little or no sexual experience. This is not a friendly place for you and even spending an
afternoon doing anything "non-productive" (video games, Netflix, YouTube or whatever) will make
you better than an afternoon reading and writing about pills and inter-gender dynamics.
Perhaps what follows may be ironic to some people, for obvious reasons, but I'd like to share what I
think might work for mating.
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-Have a job or study: It doesn't have to be something glamorous.
-Looksmax: Do it within your means. I don't think it's necessary to spend 12 hours at gym and spend
a fortune on new clothes.
-Socialmax: I don't know if that word exists, but work on your social skills. You may think at first
that there isn’t much to improve in this area but if you sit down and write a list you’ll see there are
probably some things you could work on.
-Learn to lie when asked if you've had a partner and sex: People don't have a virgin radar. If you lie to
them about your romantic-sexual experience they will most likely believe you.
-If you have a mental disorder learn to hide it: There is still a huge stigma attached to people who are
not neuro-typical or have mental disorders. If someone interests you as a partner, I think it’s better to
hide your psychological peculiarities from them.
"But why do I have to seek to improve myself in such a meticulous way when I see other men who
excel at nothing, and even lack much, do well or relatively well with women?"
Dude, I don't know, I've wondered the same thing many times myself. The only thing that can be
done is that which promises to increase your odds; better not waste your time with unanswerable
questions and consider that improving yourself will be good regardless of dating.
-Consider that you may always be a virgin: I'm not saying this to make you give up or to depress you
and make you suicidal, no. I think adolescence and early 20's are a critical stage in which you should
have your first romantic and sexual experiences. After these years your situation will be more or less
complicated depending on many factors. Keep trying but, even if it’s distressing and infuriating,
accept the idea that you may not be able to mate. It's not about make you feel sad: It’s about you can
accept it with dignity and fortitude if it happens; I'm working on this too.
I think that's it. I will take my own advice and leave this place. This is the last post I'm paying
attention to.
I hope everyone is fine and you can find whatever you’re looking for (at this point I’m talking to
everyone, not just the virgin squad). Please, don't engage in cheating behaviors, don't make false
romantic promises in order to get sex and try to be more empathetic to everyone; I think the growing
lack of this quality is one of the main reasons we have the world we have.
Farewell.
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[Question For Women:] What would you do if you had a short
and ugly son?
16 upvotes | August 1, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
I'm genuinely curious, it seems a lot of women on r/PurplePillDebate either deny the
Redpill/Blackpill, or if the facts are too much to deny they just resort to mocking and belittling
people who believe in these things.
But what would happen if you gave birth to a son who turned out to be 5'2", had an absolutely
hideous face, acne and acne scarring, and a weak chin? Would you still honestly believe he had a
chance in life to find romantic fulfillment? Would you tell him the truth? Lie to him? Lie to
YOURSELF?
This has been something I've always been eager to hear from the women who post on PPD. What if
your own flesh and blood, your own baby boy, turned out to be one of the short hideous incels you
hate so much? What would you do then?
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Beware, sometimes being alone and girlfriend-less is the lesser
of two evils. For example, you could be dating someone like
Miriam Nakamoto.
15 upvotes | September 18, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
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Men don't need money, they need peace of mind.
15 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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Do you feel that an intellectual criticism of women's suffrage is
promoting hate? I think this has especially come to attention as
Ukraine is drafting its men to fight in their war. The right to
vote is tied to one having signed up for selective services, yet
there's no expectation for women.
15 upvotes | August 30, 2022 | by Liberated_Asexual | Link | Reddit Link
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Why shouldn't women be picky?
15 upvotes | August 25, 2022 | by lizzy1289 | Link | Reddit Link
We have a lot more at stake during sexual encounters than men do. There is a lot I could go into that
would take a while to explain. But here are the most important risks:
1. The risk of rape. Men are on average, stronger than women. Casual hookups can easily become
a dangerous situation for us.
2. The risk of pregnancy. Sometimes contraceptives can fail and then you either need to get an
abortion, which can be very painful and expensive. Or have a child that you didn't want, and the
"father" will almost certainly not stick around to help raise.
3. The risk of kidnapping/murder. This kind of ties into the first point but its also worth a mention.
A lot of women have went out on casual Tinder dates and ended up dead in a ditch somewhere.
Put yourselves in our shoes. If you ran all of these risks literally every time you wanted to hook up,
you'd be extremely picky to!
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To all the whatevermaxxing folks out there, here is how it
works in the real world, you can cry about it, you can not like
it, but this is how it is for the vast, vast majority of men.
14 upvotes | October 16, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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why aren't ones who say men ''peak at 35-45'' or that ''being
chubby or balding is manly'' not shamed much here
14 upvotes | October 1, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
people complain a lot about older women thinking they are pretty or better here, but isn't such
delusions much more widespread among men?
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Cohabitation with other men prior to marriage is predictive of
dramatically higher divorce risk
14 upvotes | August 4, 2022 | by TriggurWarning | Link | Reddit Link
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What is the most controversial opinion you hold regarding
sex/relationships?
13 upvotes | August 31, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
Easily, my most controversial opinion is that there are too many men in the world, and that having a
relatively 1:1 ratio of women to men is detrimental. And I'm saying this as a man...
I think humanity as a whole would be a lot better if we had a ratio of maybe 4:3 women to men. This
would help reduce the amount of social ills (like conflict and crime) that comes with living in a world
that has very high sexual competition amongst men.
How this would be accomplished ethically, I haven't the slightest clue. But I think it would help.
So what is your most controversial opinion?
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
Edit: let me elaborate further on why I think this.
Take deer populations for example. Naturally, deers usually have a population ratio of 2:1
female/male. And in hunted populations anywhere between a 3:1 or 4:1 gender ratio.
When this ratio of 2:1 female/male becomes disturbed (as in, too many males), it causes huge
problems for the population as a whole. Even in predatory species like wolves, females usually
comprise a majority of about 60%-70% of the pack population. And again, if that ratio becomes too
distributed, it causes lots of issues like high sexual competition and in-fighting amongst the males,
breaking down social cohesion in the pack and effecting thier ability to hunt and survive.
Who is to say we are really so different? Having a relatively 1:1 ratio of women/men world wide may
be seriously detrimental for us.
In fact, worldwide there are currently more men than women:
https://www.ined.fr/en/everything_about_population/demographic-facts-sheets/faq/more-men-or-wo
men-in-theworld/#:~:text=The%20number%20of%20men%20and,496%20are%20women%20(49.6%25).
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"Women Choose" is why undesirable men are born
13 upvotes | August 1, 2022 | by WOPR-1983 | Link | Reddit Link
This is going to be controversial.
Let's start with some basic truths.
1. Women are the "choosers" - men compete to get chosen.
2. Women are more likely to reproduce than men are, historically.
3. Women are hypergamous, and when it comes to genetics want a man who is taller, more fit,
etc.
Here is my theory:
Less genetically blessed women will have the ability to choose from among men genetically superior
to herself. But, she will never exceed her own genetic limitations by very much. It could well be a
law of averages situation, or simply her attempting to compensate for her own genetic shortcomings.
We've heard it before because it's very common with short women, as an example:
"Being 5-0" tall, I only date guys 6-4" and taller because I don't want short kids."
And what are her ODDS of transcending her 'short gene' and having kids taller than herself? 50%
perhaps? Short daughters who will have no trouble finding partners because they are short, and short
sons who will have quite a big challenge ahead of them especially if they are closer to 5-0" than 6-0"
tall.
And here is the big difference between men and women when it comes to genetics:
If a man is rejected, they say "Good, we don't want his genes in the gene pool."
But what about hers? Why is that it is perfectly okay for the male sex drive to allow genetically
inferior women to get a chance reproduce?
Is it not ironic that women sneer at men they find sexually unqualified while in many cases they
themselves would be sexually unqualified if held to the same standards? (Height, facial symmetry,
weight, fitness, fat distribution etc.)
Here is the system today.
1. Men want sex more than women.
2. More women than men will reproduce.
3. Her efforts to "mate up" genetically have limitations.
Why is the system this way? It must work, else nature would have not have made it this way. Is the
"men want sex more" imbalance necessary? Do women need to struggle to get high value partners,
and men need to struggle to get any partner at all for this to work?
And since 6-4" tall Basketball Joe is dating 5-0" tall girl, why doesn't he ask himself if he's going to
be okay with a much shorter son? Wouldn't he want to try and get with a woman of average or above
average height for better odds of passing on the tall gene? Or is he thinking, on a primal level, that so
long as he is chosen by some woman, his genetic work is done?
Question #2:
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Can such a discussion happen without going down the rabbit hole into eugenics?
Question #3:
Or, is asking such a question really speaking about eugenics outright?
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r/AllPillDebate Lounge
13 upvotes | July 28, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
A place for members of r/AllPillDebate to chat with each other
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From male perspective, women are not the more empathic
gender.
12 upvotes | November 5, 2022 | by smallstarseeker | Link | Reddit Link
Woman gets pumped and dumped, that makes her feel like shit.
When her female friend hears her story, she can see things from her perspective. She feels bad about
it herself, she emaphizes, the feeling is so intense she might even cry because of it.
When I hear her story... If I was sexually used by a whole female soccer team, I would feel so great
about it that I would spend the rest of my days high-fiving other guys. The only bad thing about the
whole story is that at one point they stoped using me for sex.
Still, when I put myself into her shoes, I see her situation as a woman. And I do feel bad about it, I
empathize.
Not enough to cry with her because... I'm a guy, my serotonin levels are higher, my emotions are
numbed down. I don't cry for my problems either.
So women high five each other thinking they are more empathic gender. And men are emotionaly
stumped pieces of wood.
OKay, lets take a look at things from male perspective.
If I find out my partner sees me as a good provider, but a sub-par lover. I feel like shit.
I share my story with a man, he can see the things from my perspective. He empathizes. I don't cry,
he doesn't cry, I get a pat on my back, we drink a cold one.
If I share my story with a woman. She put's herself in HER shoes. Then she tries to womansplain to
me why I shouldn't feel bad because reasons and logic.
Just like a sociopath would.
Who cares if her empathic feelings are stronger if she can't even empathize with my male specific
problems?
When men don't want to emotionaly open up, well we open up with our buddies just fine. We are
hesitant with opening up to women, because... you can't empathize with our male specific issues. We
just give up. When men don't want to hear your emotional problems, that's because this whole
emotional exchange often feels like a one way street.
Just look at this sub. Guys never argue that women shouldn't feel bad about a bunch of female
specific issues, even though we would feel great to have those. We can empathize.
Women are arguing about guys "feels bad" stuff all the time
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Do woman also have a blackpill?
12 upvotes | October 7, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link
Example: waist to hip ratio being genetic, facial structure and even agepill.
I'm sure it's not as extreme for woman, but the current beauty standard for woman, that men find most
attractive, is almost completely genetic.
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Purple Pill debate sub is useless and only meant to push
feminist propaganda.
12 upvotes | September 15, 2022 | by MAGA-Latino | Link | Reddit Link
Sorry but rant incoming.
It's become obvious that The Purple Pill Debate sub isn't a place to actually discuss or debate issues
with dating. They remove anything that's in anyway critical of women or any handicaps that women
may have when it comes to dating. Even basic red pill truths such as the wall. But you can criticize
men all day with no problem.
I recently wrote a post about young guys that are struggling can get laid. I merely suggested that
young guys having trouble with young girls should just go after post wall women. Post wall women
are easier, tend to be lonely, also might appreciate a young man with stamina.
It's something that I have done in the past that helped me scratch that itch until I could build up
enough status till I could get the girls I really wanted.
But unfortunately PPD removed it.
I also wrote another post about how women can't handle to face their issues with dating. I merely
pointed out how women deny basic things like the wall and that a high body count lowers their SMV.
Very basic points, yet it was removed by PPD.
Then if you say anything at all critical of women the MOD comes and accuses you of trolling. It's
becoming obvious that the real purpose of that sub is to try and confuse and mislead young men.
Time for everyone that wants to discuss these issues in good faith to leave that sub.
I will be reposting those deleted post here so we can discuss the issues without censorship.
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do you think this sentence is true?
12 upvotes | September 6, 2022 | by G0dZylla | Link | Reddit Link
"Both looks and personality can determine your success when dating someone, looks create sexual
attraction, personality can maintain the relationship , the more attractive you are the less personality
you need, the less attractive you are the more personality you need, there is a limit on how
unattractive you can be once that limit is crossed personality can't help you, there is also a limit on
how attractive you can be once that limit is crossed your personality is almost useless" this is my
current view about dating, i would want to hear your opinion/corrections on it and if you think is true
or bullshit
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CMV: Casual sex isn't about sex it's about glorifying pump and
dumping
11 upvotes | November 7, 2022 | by grassknight76 | Link | Reddit Link
Couples have sex more frequently than singles so I don't think casual sex is about sex rather the
pleasure comes from dumping people ie leaving them. Society seems to have glorified divorce and
break ups because they are too pessemitic that things can change things. Casual sex is product of
alienation and the economic crisis caused by capitalism.
But the issue is that we are social animals who love forming attachments with each other. There
seems to be hatred of emotions, attachment, and empathy in modern society as well as the believe
that we have to go at it all alone and no one will help you because relying on others and asking for
help is seen as weakness. But here is the thing we are social animals and we evolved to be social a
long time ago. There is evidence that ancient synapsids we're social and father hood existing for
dicynodonts which all existed before dinosaurs. So why should we mimic jaguars and bears. Social
animals are not inferior to solitary animals and in fact social mammals evolve faster.
https://phys.org/news/2022-10-social-mammals-evolve-faster-solitary.html
There is an agenda out there to make us lonley so it's easier for them to exploit us. The divide us with
gender wars and other bs. It's time we fight back
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Cheryl Burke said it out of her own mouth: "I just was not
attracted to the nice guy." But when you say that's where she
went wrong, rageoholic feminists rage out. But literally that's
what she said!!!
11 upvotes | November 3, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
https://hollywoodlife.com/2022/11/02/red-table-talk-preview-cheryl-burke-abusive-relationships/
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Marital bliss
11 upvotes | September 24, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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What percentage of men are women actually attracted to?
11 upvotes | September 20, 2022 | by IHateNormis | Link | Reddit Link
I don’t mean just willing to date but they get horny and wet by just seeing the guy.
I have seen a study with 50 males and 50 females on Tinder and the females only showed attention to
4 guys. So I think it would be less than 10% definitely. Of the 4 guys they probably only really
wanted to fuck straight away just 1 so that would make it 2%.
I honestly think it is less than 1%. It’s a bit demoralising but what can you do.
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Why has Blackpill become more mainstream?
11 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by ResponsibilityKey427 | Link | Reddit Link
And will it keep getting more popular?
I think it’s because of social media, men are starting to realize that they ain’t living like the hot guys.
Thoughts?
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Why do people think misogynists and misandrists exist for no
reason?
11 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
Over on PPD, AskFeminists, and other similar subreddits it seems like when they talk about
misogynists/misandrists; they seem to be under the impression they just popped up in some kind of
vacuum and hate women/men for no reason.
People become misogynists and misandrists because of repeated bad experiences with the opposite
sex. These negative experiences usually happen at younger formative ages where your psychological
constitution and personality are being molded. And these negative experiences happen frequently
enough to form a long lasting impression in your mind that the opposite sex is something to hate,
because they have treated you poorly.
Its not exactly hard to figure out...
I'm a firm believer in determinism and think there is a reason behind most things people do. Each
action, each thought, is intertwined in a complex web of events that preceded it. If someone hates the
opposite sex, is it really so hard to fathom that they have thier reasons for it?
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Matchmaker "Rebecca Pope" talks about Women's standards
vs. Men's standards in dating:
11 upvotes | July 30, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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Neurodivergent men and men with mental disorders have it the
worst
10 upvotes | November 3, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link
People just hate us and dehumanize us and tell us we need therapy instead of hearing us out and
actually engaging with us. This makes it hard for us to find a partner and meet new people.
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When actually scoring a date or a romantic relationship is
WORSE than being an incel.
10 upvotes | October 3, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
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q4w: Why does it appear that Western women dont want to
start families? Do they prefer just to be on the cc indefinitely?
10 upvotes | October 2, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link
Women in the west seem to be so focused on not needing men that they dont really care about
starting a family. Most Western women dont even strive to be with one man for the rest of their lives,
let alone starting a family. Doesnt that mean western women will continue jumping from man to man
indefinitely? They jump in and out of "ltr's" adding more bodies, and getting older, and not starting a
family or even desiring to.. What will happen when western women no longer attract the men they
desire? Will they be content alone with cats?
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Women: why do you think being a male virgin is a redflag?
10 upvotes | September 26, 2022 | by SILENTCACA | Link | Reddit Link
I know not everyone think like that but I have seen these opinions sometimes, and as a woman I can't
understand it.
Is it not prejudice and generalization?
Is it not machist to think like that? Femenist don't say everyone can live their sexual life how they
want? Then why being a male virgin is so bad? It seems like you think men are sexual animals that
can't control so if they are virgins it's because they have something weird, Idk, I'm not a man but I
feel offended.
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Is it me or is redpill slowly dying?It feels like more and more
people are veering towards black-pill
10 upvotes | September 5, 2022 | by G0dZylla | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/x6r4b5/is_it_me_or_is_redpill_slowly_dyingit_feels_like/
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POV: you've been treating her like a queen for 23 years.
10 upvotes | September 2, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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Why is it wrong to want to marry someone who treat you like a
queen?
10 upvotes | September 1, 2022 | by InfamousBake1859 | Link | Reddit Link
Why are people go against men who suck up to their women? Idk how one would describe my
husband, but he does everything to make me happy. He’s stepping up and he tries to do almost all the
chores, he just puts 90% of his (sizeable) income into our joint account in which mostly I manage, he
does all the night waking of our baby, the cooking in our home, etc. why is that a bad thing?
When I’m happy, he gets happy endings and a happy wife. He gets a happy wife which means he also
has a happy life.
Why are most people so against this?
(No, I’m not a total slum who does nothing - but lately, he’s been doing a lot more than me and we
both happier).
Edit: i don’t know why people just keep assuming he’s the sole breadwinner. How much one makes
is irrelevant, it matters more how much one works. But if y’all keep being focusing on it, I make
more. I also invest more.
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The Tall Tale of the White Incel King of Thailand
10 upvotes | August 22, 2022 | by islandmiler | Link | Reddit Link
https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/itsover-incel-thailand-seamaxxing
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Why do women have to have a hoe phase
10 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by gardenfan167 | Link | Reddit Link
Why do women think they need to have a hoe phase and why do they expect a relationship at the age
of 30? Why are men expected to marry these women especially men with low n count? I got these
information on articles online and such as cosmopolitan, bustle and other dating and women articles?
I personally don't want to date a women who engaged in casual sex as in their 20's and wants a
relationship in her late 20 or early 30. Her ability to seperate sex from romance is scary to me. I don't
want to be with someone who treats sex so meanigless and emotionless. I don't want to be an after
thought she ends up with because she is done "having fun" do you know how upsetting that is. You
all are just delaying romance for no good reason at all.
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Does MGTOW actually solve anything?
10 upvotes | August 13, 2022 | by gilamonster69 | Link | Reddit Link
Does the MGTOW movement actually solve anything? Does giving up women as an excuse to be
apathetic actually brings you to a better understanding of yourself. Is there anything to aspire for
beyond Sex dolls and Masturbation or should we just be nihilistic? Do you feel empty after a self
inflicted orgasm or are you proud of that accomplishment?
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The apparent problem with choice in relation to dating
10 upvotes | August 6, 2022 | by Hodgekin | Link | Reddit Link
There is a phenomenon of "too many choice" that has been studied in relations to the purchasing of
material goods.
In these studies, they found when people are given too many choices, they tend to have these set of
problems:
1) They are dissatisfied with their choice. This phenomenon takes on a "U" shape curve. Where TOO
little or TOO many choices causes dissatisfaction.
2) They are paralyzed by choice. People with too many choices take longer to decide.
3) They become more selective in their choices. This is to reduce the burden of comparing all choices
down to a limited set of choices.
How does this relate to the dating market? With the introduction of dating apps, selecting partners has
become more of a commodity rather than a social experience. People are view more as objects with
little to no empathy.
We can see all of these "too many choice" problems matching perfectly with the female dating
experience on apps. Women are more and more unsatisfied with their partner. They are waiting
longer and longer to get married. And they have too many filters about superficial qualities such as
height and income to help reduce the choice anxiety.
I hope this post was informative and helpful in your understanding of our current dating market in the
west.
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[Serious] TO blackpillers, Have you become more social or get
less anxiety talking to people?
10 upvotes | August 4, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link
I've noticed that I've become so social to the point where some would consider me an extrovert, ever
since I got blackpilled.
I think it has to do with not giving a fuck anymore, It's like I couldn't give a fuck what normies think
and I have become very sympathetic to ugly people(especially treating them like humans who
deserve respect).
I can literally speak to a woman out of my league and not even flinch because I know I couldn't fuck
up that situation because there was nothing to gain anyway.
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What pill ideology do you fall under, and how did it affect your
standards?
10 upvotes | July 30, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link
Here's mine, My standards plummeted like a rock after I got blackpilled.
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What topics would be banned on PPD that can be discussed
here?
10 upvotes | July 30, 2022 | by hdksndiisn | Link | Reddit Link
Wondering why this sub was made. Other than the fact that even I’ve been banned multiple times on
that sub for absolutely insane asinine reasons, I’m curious why everyone else is here.
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If sex and relationships aren't a big deal, why are they so
closely guarded?
9 upvotes | November 12, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
A common theme I see here on Reddit is people telling Redpill/Blackpill/MGTOW guys that sex and
relationships are not what they're cracked up to be, and they are not that important so they shouldn't
be dwelling on being single.
But if that's really the case, why are sex and relationships so closely guarded? If those things really
weren't a big deal, women would be dating short and ugly dudes left and right because sex and
intimacy are basically non-events to them. But that is obviously not the case, or 30% of millennial
men wouldn't be involuntarily celibate.
I think this is a prime example of cognitive dissonance at play, but I'd be interested to hear some of
your answers.
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"you don't need a relationship to be happy"
9 upvotes | October 19, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
...said the engaged redditor who wasn't making any effort to become single.
how do you respond to this?
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Sometimes being a Foreveralone male isn't the worst thing in
the world, Part II
9 upvotes | October 12, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2022/oct/11/i-love-my-partner-but-dont-want-sex-with-hi
m-should-i-feel-guilty-about-my-25-years-of-casual-flings?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Other
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What are your thoughts on these statistics?
9 upvotes | September 27, 2022 | by BlindMaestro | Link | Reddit Link
Factors found to facilitate infidelity
Number of sex partners: Greater number of sex partners before marriage predicts
infidelity
As might be expected, attitudes toward infidelity specifically, permissive attitudes toward
sex more generally and a greater willingness to have casual sex and to engage in sex
without closeness, commitment or love (i.e., a more unrestricted sociosexual orientation) are
also reliably related to infidelity (pg.71)
Fincham, F. D., & May, R. W. (2017). Infidelity in romantic relationships. Current opinion in
psychology, 13, 70–74.
.
Men apparently assess and evaluate levels of sexual activity by a woman prior to long-term
commitment—behavior that would have been observable or known through social
reputation in the small-group lifestyles of our ancestors. Past behavior is a good predictor of
future behavior, and having a large number of sex partners prior to marriage is a statistical
predictor of infidelity after marriage (pg.92)
Buss, D. M., & Schmitt, D. P. (2019). Mate preferences and their behavioral manifestations. Annual
Review of Psychology, 70, 77–110.
.
the odds ratio of 1.13 for lifetime sexual partners obtained with the face-to-face mode of
interview indicates that the probability of infidelity increased by 13% for every additional
lifetime sexual partner (pg.150)
Whisman, M. A., & Snyder, D. K. (2007). Sexual infidelity in a national survey of American women:
Differences in prevalence and correlates as a function of method of assessment. Journal of Family
Psychology, 21(2), 147–154.
.
promiscuity is in fact a good predictor of infidelity. Indeed, promiscuity among females
accounted for almost twice as much variance in infidelity (r2 = .45) as it did for males (r2 =
.25). (pg.177)
Hughes, S. M., & Gallup, G. G., Jr. (2003). Sex differences in morphological predictors of sexual
behavior: Shoulder to hip and waist to hip ratios. Evolution and Human Behavior, 24(3), 173–178.
.
Each additional sex partner between age 18 and the first union increased the net odds of
infidelity by 1% (pg.56)
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Treas, J., & Giesen, D. (2000). Sexual Infidelity Among Married and Cohabiting Americans. Journal
of Marriage and Family, 62(1), 48–60.
.
Sexual promiscuity was significantly positively correlated with emotional promiscuity
[r(356) = .261, p < .001], as well with sexual infidelity [r(323) = .595, p < .001] and
emotional infidelity [r(323) = .676, p < .001] (pg.390)
Pinto, R., & Arantes, J. (2017). The Relationship between Sexual and Emotional Promiscuity and
Infidelity. Athens Journal of Social Sciences, 4(4), 385–398.
.
Regarding other sexual behaviors, we examined whether number of prior sex partners and
viewing pornography predicted ESI. As has been found in prior research (Feldman &
Cauffman, 1999; Treas & Giesen, 2000), having had more prior sex partners predicted
future ESI (pg.12)
Maddox Shaw, A. M., Rhoades, G. K., Allen, E. S., Stanley, S. M., & Markman, H. J. (2013).
Predictors of Extradyadic Sexual Involvement in Unmarried Opposite-Sex Relationships. Journal of
Sex Research, 50(6), 598–610.
.
When compared with their peers who report fewer partners, those who self-report 20 or
more in their lifetime are:
Twice as likely to have ever been divorced (50 percent vs. 27 percent)
Three times as likely to have cheated while married
Substantially less happy with life (p < 0.05) (pg.88-89)
Regnerus, M. (2017). Cheap sex: The transformation of men, marriage, and monogamy.
.
women who had more experience with short-term relationships in the past (i.e., those with
high Behavior facet scores) were more likely to have multiple sexual partners and unstable
relationships in the future. The behaviorally expressed level of sociosexuality thus seems to
be a fairly stable personal characteristic. (pg.1131)
Penke, L., & Asendorpf, J. B. (2008). Beyond global sociosexual orientations: a more differentiated
look at sociosexuality and its effects on courtship and romantic relationships. Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology, 95(5), 1113–1135.
.
Generally speaking, respondents who report extensive premarital sexual experience report
extensive extramarital activity. Measures of the locus of first intercourse and number of
premarital partners show positive associations with (1) rating one's marriage as less happy
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than average, (2) the number of different extramarital partners, and (3) the intention to
participate in mate-swapping activities. (pg.221-222)
Athanasiou, R., & Sarkin, R. (1974). Premarital sexual behavior and postmarital adjustment.
Archives of Sexual Behavior, 3(3), 207–225.
.
The findings from this study demonstrate that the number of sexual partners participants had
was negatively associated with sexual quality, communication, and relationship stability,
and for one age cohort relationship satisfaction, even when controlling for a wide range of
variables including education, religiosity, and relationship length. (pg.715)
Busby, D. M., Willoughby, B. J., & Carroll, J. S. (2013). Sowing wild oats: Valuable experience or a
field full of weeds? Personal Relationships, 20(4), 706–718.
.
As predicted, such factors as sexual permissiveness, an avoidant romantic style, number of
romantic relationships, and early onset of sexual intercourse were all correlated with a
higher incidence of betrayal behaviors. These factors are likely to promote sexual activity
with a larger number of partners, which, in turn, increases the chance that betrayal will
occur. (pg.247)
Feldman, S. S., & Cauffman, E. (1999). Your cheatin' heart: Attitudes, behaviors, and correlates of
sexual betrayal in late adolescents. Journal of Research on Adolescence, 9(3), 227–252.
.
There was a strong association between number of sexual partners and having an STD:
those women with 5 or more sexual partners were 8 times more likely to report having an
STD than those with only 1 partner, even after adjusting for age at first intercourse
Joffe, G. P., Foxman, B., Schmidt, A. J., Farris, K. B., Carter, R. J., Neumann, S., Tolo, K. A., &
Walters, A. M. (1992). Multiple partners and partner choice as risk factors for sexually transmitted
disease among female college students. Sexually transmitted diseases, 19(5), 272–278.
An indicator of whether or not the respondent has had previous sex partners is included and
identifies the number of male sex partners the woman had previous to her relationship with
her current primary partner… A history of numerous sex partners indicates a pattern or
habit of sexual behavior that we expect will negatively influence sexual exclusivity in the
current relationship. (pg.37)
Having previous sexual partners greatly increased the likelihood that a woman would have a
secondary sex partner. In particular, a woman with 4 or more male sex partners prior to her
primary relationship was about 8.5 times more likely to have a secondary sex partnerthan a
woman with no previous sex partners… Having previous sex partners also increased the
likelihood that dating and married women would have secondary sex partners. In particular,
married women with 4 or more previous partners were 20 times more likely to have
secondary sex partners than married women with no previous sex partners (pg.41)
Forste, R., & Tanfer, K. (1996). Sexual exclusivity among dating, cohabiting, and married women.
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Journal of Marriage and the Family, 58(1), 33–47.
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Is there anything more to relationships other than physical
attraction?
9 upvotes | August 23, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link
As a blackpiller the idea of romantic love is completely lost on me. To me it seems like the only
people who are in "loving" relationships are either very attractive or the attractive one in the
relationship is "loved" more.
To me when a woman or attractive guy complains about being lonely or only liked for there body, I
feel like "yeah that's all it is, what more do you expect?". As someone who was never in a
relationship I almost feel like the idea of love or loyalty is completely washed away. The only thing
that matters is how hot you are.
But this is my view. Any thoughts or counter thoughts?
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I found some interesting things from my posts in purple pill
debate
9 upvotes | August 16, 2022 | by gardenfan167 | Link | Reddit Link
I asked romantic man and women on this subreddit about why they think that they want romance and
how did they protect their values from the pressures of hook up culture. To be honest I couldn't find
any significant difference between the genders, you can look for yourself but I did notice something.
Also I want to say what I fond is not meant to be generalized to entire population of humans. So here
is what I did notice about gender differences
The men who participated in casual sex seems like they regret it and or go out of the way to say
romance is way better. Women did not say this at all, they saw both casual sex and romance as equal
or that romance was only slightly better.
Both genders who did not give in to hook up culture were not slut shamed into being prudes.
Romantic women described romance in a casual but cozy way while romantic men spoke in a poetic
and profound way. Not saying either are wrong but I found it interesting. I noticed some women who
said they like romance but they described romance in a way which off as nonconfromist type which I
am not demonizing by the way.
Now what I found across both genders to be interesting as well. People who stuck to romantic
principals were not slut shame to avoid casual sex or hook up culture. Romantics if better gender tend
to respond to the question how did your desire for romance develop. Most people responded with
media and the people around them which is a very interesting response in my opinion. And I think
one women mention that the see sex different from romance because they learned sex separately from
romance which is also an interesting response. There are some that did say it was biological reasons
but they did not negate social reasons. These were the main trends I noticed which again I found
interesting.
I don't have an ulterior motives here or at least I don't think I do, I just listened to my curiosity.
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The decay of the intrinsic value of women.
9 upvotes | August 8, 2022 | by Hodgekin | Link | Reddit Link
Edit: definition of intrinsic means to be endowed with or born with.
This is my attempt to bring to light the reason why women aren't as respected as they were in the
past.
Throughout human history, women held an intrinsic value. That value was predicated on the fact that
women bear the burden of child birth. This is self evident. When the titanic was sinking and the ship
crew yelled to the passenger "Children and women 1st!". You didn't wonder, "Hey, that's not fair." It
was so self evident why, that you just nodded your head and said, "yes, that's how it should be."
Now that intrinsic value comes with a heavy burden. The responsibility to bear children. As a
collective, we've said "we will treat you as though you are valuable because you have the burden of
child bearing." And this made perfect sense. Until recently.
Bring in the era of the birth control pill. What does it mean to prevent yourself from getting pregnant?
Well, on a psychological level, if you can't get pregnant, you're not much different than a man.
You can see this play out over the last 60 years.
Now the current tension between men and women is as followed. Women expect their intrinsic
value to be respected, but have postpone or completely abandon the responsibility that
predicated that value.
Birth rates in the west have fallen dramatically. Society has been on a constant psychological
campaign to demonize motherhood and demonize children.
If you're a women, and have experienced not being respected for simply being human. Welcome to
what it means to be a man. Men who provide no value to society aren't respected. It's been like that
since the dawn of time.
I hope you found this psychological analysis interesting.
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Some unfortunate statistics about Racial Preferences in online
dating:
9 upvotes | August 5, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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Heightism against men on Bumble (the feminist SJW dating
app) is real
9 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by alienamongnormies | Link | Reddit Link
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if i ever get a gf
8 upvotes | November 7, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
i will have to be honest with her about my past and by that i mean the blackpill. ive said a lot of
things in private that i dont think id ever feel right saying in public but i think anybody that gets this
close to me should know the real me.
what about other users here: would you be honest about your history with pill colors or fds or
whatever?
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My problem with sex positive women
8 upvotes | November 7, 2022 | by grassknight76 | Link | Reddit Link
Before I go one I just want to say that I think sex should be seen as exclusively romantic by culture
and that culture shouldn't seperate sex from love as it's doing now. I feel like sex positive women are
a threat to this culture I grew up with and make a me feel like people like me are dinosaurs. From my
interaction with sex positive people they don't seem to care and just pitty us. They were toxic and
rude and often forget there is another human being on the other side of the screen with emotions,
trauma, and pain. Instead of empathizing or understanding us they invalidate our fears as paranoia or
crazy. Fears don't come from now where they come from our interaction and observations on the real
world. Sure they can be wrong but trying to understand why we are wrong and helping us understand
the correct answer will help both of us instead of belittling us. I just wanted to get my thoughts out
since it's been causing me stress.
Don't get me wrong I am up for feminism and women liberation I just don't think women need casual
sex to be happy or liberated. I don't want men and women divided or having sex like jaguars but
rather united and bonded like wolf pack.
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Marriage is the building block of society, are you ready to be
bashed in the head with it?
8 upvotes | October 28, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Quora Feminst" from /r/HolUp:

Posted by indi_ninja | 27 October 2022 | Link
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average women is more attractive than the average man
aesthetically, this is true for every country in the world
8 upvotes | October 14, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
i mean
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Do bisexual women have lower standards for women than
men?
8 upvotes | October 14, 2022 | by LuciaFromGTA | Link | Reddit Link
I’ve met fat / ugly women who say they attract and have sex with other women. Meanwhile, fat / ugly
men are unable to attract women. Do women have lower standards for women than they do for men?
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Are women less emotional then men actually?
8 upvotes | September 19, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link
From reading women magazine, dating articles, and interacting with women online I feel like they are
less emotional and disdain getting attached. While the men in my life express their emotions freely
and get attached easily. So I was wondering if I am correct or incorrect here
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Ugly man marries a mail order bride from Asia, apparently
that makes it "human trafficking".
8 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "I'm getting married to a mail order bride very soon" from /r/TrueOffMyChest:

So I'm a male from Singapore, in my 30s, not attractive, been trying to find a gf for a while but I just
kinda gave up. Sometime 4 momths ago one of my online friends told me about some "matchmaking
agencies" who find brides for men from Singapore in Vietnam and well, as a spur of the moment
thing, I just straight up called and did it.
After a while, I had 100s of girls to choose from. It was surreal but I'm no fool, I know fiscal security
plays a huge role. The guy who runs the agency actually told me I'll have an insane amount of options
when I told him I make around $200k a year. At the same time, I just feel like it's better to be loved
for what you can provide than just die lonely and old.
So at last, I picked one and we're getting married soon. I feel like I'm going insane, probably the most
rash thing I've done my entire life. But I had to share this someone sinc I'e excited/nervous all week
and I have no family to share the news with.
Posted by Maneethrowaway | 4 September 2022 | Link
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If cheating comes from a man it's not that bad?
8 upvotes | August 26, 2022 | by Purple-Heiss | Link | Reddit Link
Both genders are good at analyzing and judging the behaviors and psychology of the other gender.
Plus they seem to like doing it. Feminist environments, androsphere environments and life itself have
shown me that.
However, when it comes to self-criticism, both leave much to be desired.
One of the pillars of red pill, black pill and mgtow is women's notorious propensity to cheating. The
most pessimistic men say it's almost unthinkable to have a girlfriend or wife without being a cuckold,
at some point, sooner or later, it will happen.
Of course, this behavior is seen as something very low and hateful.
It's quite interesting what happens to opinions when the roles are reversed:
I've heard some men say that cheating on your wife or girlfriend is bad... but not that bad and even
understandable.
"It's that we men are programmed to reproduce with as many women as we can. That's why cheating
isn't so bad for us."
That's the justification and these people seem to ignore that women could also justify all their dating
strategies through evolutionary psychology.
But, wait. There is something about this topic that I find even more interesting than what has been
stated.
In the androsphere it's not difficult to find comments from men telling of their experiences at
bachelorette parties, nightclubs and strip shows: sex with another guy's girlfriend, sex with engaged
women and sex with married women.
What amazes me is that these comments usually get many upvotes or thumbs up; for me that's a
manifestation of approval, even a cheering.
So, your (ex)girl cheated on you, you hate her for it and that experience made you a black pill or
mgtow. That's understandable.
Then this dude tells you about a certain wild night where he had sex with a bunch of girlfriends and
wives and your reaction is "Awww yeah, ma boy is slaying it!!!"
Trust me, I'm laughing as I write this.
Many men often talk about how irrational and inconsequential women are and, it's true, many are.
However, everything I've already said doesn't seem so far removed from that irrationality and
inconsistency.
Another question that also surprises me is that for many men it's not wrong to have sexual interaction
with a woman who has a boyfriend or husband:
-Well, she's the one disrespecting her man. I'm not.
-If she has in mind cheating on her boyfriend the relationship is already over, so it doesn't matter if I
fuck her.
-Look, if she won't cheat on her fool with me she'll cheat with anyone else, what's the big deal?
-I'm not the one getting married. I'm not to blame for anything.
-I fucked her so her husband would realize she's worthless.
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From my perspective, if you participate in cuckoldry with full knowledge of it you are doing
something cruel and evil. Any attempt to justify it or downplay it's pure mental gymnastics.
I look forward to your responses and thank you for reading me.
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I think we ought to end the gender war
8 upvotes | August 15, 2022 | by gardenfan167 | Link | Reddit Link
I am tired of seeing shit show in purple pill where it's about promiscuous women fucking alphas and
settling with betas. And usually the blue pill women and feminist preach women's right to casual sex
and red pillers say it ruins women's ability to pair bond. In my opinion feminist and blue pillers see
people who are critical of hook up culture as insecure men who are envious of people who engage in
hook up culture. But my advice for redpillers who want to combat hook up culture like me is not to
focus on the promiscuity of women or promiscuity but how hook up culture negatively impact
romance in youth and how it pressures romantics to sacrifice their values. Alpha is casual sex and
Beta is romance. Why should serious long term relationship be reserved for mature adults, why can't
highschools form healthy relationships. I want to change society as whole and teach future
generations healthy relationship skills and instill good ethics into them. I ultimately believe we can
abolish hook up culture and save romance maybe we cannot eliminate casual sex but we can reduce
it's frequency, longevity, and number of participants easily. Blue pills and sex positive feminist will
just mock this and spam "people have right to casual sex instead of understanding why people have
casual sex", how the culture of casual sex might impact romantic culture and romantics, and how are
people affected negatively by this. My point is the war on romance is the real war we should be
fighting
Disclaimer I am not anti feminist I believe in egalitarian relationship that is mutual and not parasitic
and that women can work. I say this because some might paint me as anti feminist
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Male thirst is out of control in 2022 and is leading to
hypergamy. My perspective as a slightly bi guy
8 upvotes | August 14, 2022 | by alienamongnormies | Link | Reddit Link
I've been so fed up with the hypergamy among women on dating apps. That recently I just said "fuck
it, some of these transgirls on these dating apps are kinda hot. I'm gonna try it." I super liked a femme
passing CD (crossdresser) on Bumble back in late June. She must not have logged in until recently
because she matched with me last Saturday (the 6th) and messaged me "Hii" at 10pm+. Since on
Bumble women have to make the first move. This wasn't the first time I talked with a transwoman.
The femme passing ones from my experience are often flaky and Chad-only or not serious about
meeting.
But something just told me as soon as I saw "Hii" that I was gonna get lucky this time. Maybe there
was just something in her eyes and expression in her pics that made me feel like she'd be my first
transwoman. We chatted back and forth a bit but she stopped. I guess she was busy. I was hanging
out with my friend. I went to the gym at midnight motivated. Then I got a message from her at like
1:40 AM. I told her that I had just been back from the gym and my muscles were sore. She said that I
need a massage. I knew where this was going. She said too bad I'm far. I said that according to the
GPS, she's only 4 km away.
She asks for a body pic of me. I send her one. She replies in the morning saying I'm so handsome. I
call her beautiful. She asks me what my plans are for the day. I said I just came back from a run and
gonna shower and I ask about her plans. She says that she doesn't have anything planned but she'd
like to go to this festival. They make it so easy for me when they are actually into me. Most women
it's like pulling teeth. I ask her if she'd like to go with me. She responds eagerly. She seemed so into
me in the texts leading up to our date.
When we met, she asked me why I was quiet. I said I have social anxiety. She takes my hand and
puts it to her bare leg and asks if I still have anxiety. ROFL I took her on a proper date and its a
festival where the vendors are cash only. She was like "I didn't bring cash" (first red flag). I said "I
got cash." I paid for her iced coffee ($7 CAD). I also put in 74km on my car that day driving to her
place (5 km), driving to our date (30 km+), driving her home (30 km+) and driving back to mine
(5km) which costs $$$ in Justin Trudeau's Canada. So I beta provided for her a little bit. lol. She
seemed into me legit so I wasn't too bothered by that. She found $5 so she paid for her own churro.
Long story, we kissed, held hands, cuddled and we went to second base in my car. She was
"massaging" me while I was driving her home and put her hands underneath my pants. This was my
first experience with someone with a Y Chromosome and I liked it so I guess I'm bi. Though the
experience left me feeling weird because she was already talking about the future. Like how she
wants to move in together eventually. And how men use her for sex. And I'm just at the point where I
don't know how far I want this to go.
Ciswomen are my first preference. I don't think I can ever give up pussy for life and be in a
committed relationship with a transwoman. A lot of conservatives have this binary view of sexuality
thinking that you can only ever really be straight or gay and that there is no in between. As much as I
find the wokescold left to be very annoying, I disagree with conservatives on this. Ciswomen are my
first preference. But I like transgirls too. I enjoyed cuddling with the CD and shared affection with
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her. It's more than just sex for me. But commitment goes further than affection and even love.
Sex with my favourite ex was amazing. I remember when I got hard when I cuddled with my ex, I
knew in my heart that she was the one I wanted to be with for the rest of my life. I don't have that
feeling with the transgirl. And I was black pilled af back then. My ex made me rethink my black
pilled views to a degree because she made me fall in love. I think pussy is over-rated. If I don't care
about the woman attached to the pussy, fucking a pussy is no better than masturbation. My right hand
can get me to cum far faster than a pussy ever can. But pussy attached to a woman you're in love with
is amazing. Sex for me is very mental.
I had chatted with the CD daily since then. Fast forward to Wednesday and she asks me when I'm
coming over to her apartment after I had wished her good morning. I said I'd come over after she's
done work. Then in the afternoon she says that somethings come up, she was invited to a friend's
birthday party and needs to be there by 6. She asks me to drop her off. Her friend's house is 20
minutes highway driving from her place and 18 minutes from my place. The CD's apartment is 11
minutes from my place. So it would take 49 minutes of driving for me to pick her up, take her to her
friend's house and then go back home.
I hesitated to respond for 20 minutes. I told her, "but then we wouldn't have much time to spend
together." And she said "we have an hour if you come up to my apartment before taking me to my
friend's house." I hesitated for another 20 minutes and said, "that's okay, we can meet another time.
Have fun at the party!" And she's like "ohh okay sure". Then later in the afternoon she's like "are you
sure? even if you just drop me off?" I was so disgusted with her. I said, "we'll meet another day. It's
okay." And she's like "okay sure." This was Wednesday afternoon.
And then I never heard from her again and it's been nearly a full 4 days and the weekend is almost
over. I'm not her personal chauffeur. She is a user/taker. Just like many ciswomen in 2022. And from
my experience courting other transgirls online, it seems like many of them have held onto the worst
traits of ciswomen. Many of them are materialistic and want a guy to take her out to a nice dinner on
the first date. Shower them with gifts. Is there such thing as a female dating strategy site for transgirls
or something? Because FDS is transphobic. Yet transgirls act exactly like FDS femcels.
So if you think dating transgirls is going to solve the hypergamy problem, THINK AGAIN. transgirls
are just as materialistic (if not more so) as ciswomen. They are just as likely to be users/takers, if not
more so. Transgirls can be just as hypergamous, Chad only as ciswomen. And when I see nonpassable transgirls get guys showering them with compliments online, I want to throw up. Why are
men boosting the egos of non-passing ugly transwomen just like they boost the egos of ugly,
landwhale ciswomen?
In a way I understand why this transgirl is a leech. She showed me her Grindr. She gets messages
from all these men, some of them big dicked Chads, wanting to fuck. Men are so thirsty in 2022. If I
won't give her a free ride some more desperate simp out there probably offered her a ride on short
notice. I myself am on Grindr because I'm there to meet transwomen. And I get tons of messages
from cismen too. Men will fuck anything. So don't be jealous of women getting Chad and Tyrone
dick. Chad and Tyrone both love me too because I'm a handsome guy (though a 5'6" autistic manlet).
It's not special to get attention from men. Dick is cheap. Pussy is expensive.
Men, we need to level up, we need to collectively set some standards and stop boosting the egos of
these females. It's getting to the point where even transgirls and CDs are developing egos and feel
entitled to rides, free meals, gifts and shit from men.
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About Feminism
8 upvotes | August 10, 2022 | by bludkraze | Link | Reddit Link
How many of you actually subscribe to feminism and why?
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Welcome to r/AllPillDebate!
8 upvotes | July 28, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
r/AllPillDebate is a more tolerant debate platform that allows subscribers of any "pill ideology" to
come discuss and debate thier ideas, or research/facts about dating and relationships. Bluepill,
Redpill, Whitepill, Pinkpill, Blackpill. Subscribers of any "Pill" ideology is welcome, so long as you
follow Reddit's General TOS: https://www.redditinc.com/policies/content-policy
This sub firmly believes in freedom of speech, and although Blackpill content is technically allowed
(as long as it follows Reddit TOS), we'd like to remind you that this subreddit is not dedicated to this
type of content. This is a place of debate and contesting/discussion of ideas. If it doesn't fit into that,
this type of content may be removed.
No threating users. No threats of violence. Ect. Those are zero tolerance offenses and will get you
permabanned.
Just keep things civil, and we don't care what you do. Have fun, and follow general debate etiquette.
https://medium.com/@kuangalia/the-ten-commandments-of-logic-d4c9f0e08482
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Do you know "Chads" or unattractive womanizers?
7 upvotes | November 8, 2022 | by Purple-Heiss | Link | Reddit Link
(Although I'm especially interested in men's answer anyone can answer. Well, it's obvious that will
happen).
Do you guys know in person one of those quite attractive men also called "Chads"? That kind of dude
who, according to the androsphere theory, could easily have sex with all the women at the party that
same night. Maybe it's because of the kind of environments I (don't) frequent (lol), but I've never met
anyone, I don't think I'd like to either. I have met men who could be considered handsome, however,
although they all did well in terms of dating, none of them was a womanizer as such; maybe I never
realized they actually were because I was never close to any of these people.
In contrast, women and blue pill men love to talk about those ugly dudes, without much money,
maybe short too, who are inveterate seducers thanks to their confidence, charisma and game. Do you
know an unattractive womanizer in person? I don't: it's always "a friend of a friend" or "an
acquaintance of someone I know" or something like that.
Anyway, I look forward to your answers. For me, both types of men are just an idea, a myth or a
rumor, although, pessimistic as I am, I think the only one that could exist is the former.
Be well.
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q4w: Women, if you happen to have a son with a small package
and short, what dating advice would you give him?
7 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link
I'm actively boycotting r/ppd due to one mod with a degree.
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Single millennials are going into debt because of expensive
dating habits.
7 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/single-millennials-are-going-into-debt-because-of-expensive
-dating-habits-and-some-have-had-their-cards-declined-on-a-first-date-here-are-3-simple-cheap-dateideas/ar-AA13Nqt9?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=5f1253f8457549e0807c4a93073a2f3a
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Why do you all care so much about your looks when men
literally have been known to fuck donkeys and shit?
7 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link
Women have the ability to offer so much to men, yet, all they focus on are looks. Why is this? Do
you realize that men stick dicks into anything? So, why so much focus on the looks?
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Maybe men really are meant to spread their seed? Ever
considered it?
7 upvotes | November 4, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
But not in the way that you think.
A man who makes a lot of kids ensures his bloodline, but when he does it with multiple women, one
of two things must happen - one, he must share his available resources not only with multiple kids,
but also their mothers. Or two, he abandons one or more mothers and those kids, and they end poorly.
Children without fathers are a higher risk of crime and poverty. Multiple studies including this one
have discovered this correlation. Societies in the past have been crippled by men "spreading their
seed" in this way.
No, the proper way for a man to spread his seed is to have children by one woman, and be a highly
participative co-parent. He must be a man of good moral character and choose a woman of good
moral character to reduce his chances of an abusive household. There are never any guarantees, but in
general a family with multiple children and a woman who is as financially sound as the man will be
more likely to raise well-adjusted children who will go on to have families of their own in a safe,
prosperous and stable environment. Who will in turn have more generations of offspring, increasing
the odds that the first man in the equation will successfully spread his seed.
Sorry, Redpillers, but your idea of a man spreading his seed only causes disaster. Monogamy, not
polygamy or patriarchy, is what built human civilization to a space-age world.
Come at me bros!
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economics 101
7 upvotes | November 4, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
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if looks matter more for men, why is there not a single country
where male beauty standards are harder towards men than
women?
7 upvotes | October 27, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
In media average men, fatter men, older men all usually get more leeway, in literally every country,
women also do more makeup and plastic surgery than men as well in every country, why? Never
been able to understand this myself.
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When is it truly over for someone ?
7 upvotes | September 16, 2022 | by HumblyEgotistical | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/xfk9we/when_is_it_truly_over_for_someone/
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From your everyday interactions, and seeing people , peers and
relationships around you. Which of the pills do you say is more
evident or factual or based in reality in your opinion.
7 upvotes | September 9, 2022 | by NigHim | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/x9jgzt/from_your_everyday_interactions_and_seeing_people/
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Are Women aged 18-25 adults, that are capable of making
decisions that will impact their lives?
7 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by boomershack | Link | Reddit Link
Recently in terms of the Leonardo Di Caprio memes. I've seen a lot of Men and Women disputing
weather a grown Man dating a young adult Women is immoral or not.
Surely if the young Woman is of legal age, and chose to be in a relationship with a Man who is in
their late 40s, should it not be okay? Albeit, there is a... sense of animosity, and slight disgust, from
Women at even the thought of this.
Understanding the power dynamics at play, this was a choice, made by the both of them. Both are
adults; regardless of brain development. And are mature enough to see the relationship, until it's end.
The end of course being; that Legendary, and oh so special, Quarter, Century Mark.
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Are men unable to secure relationships with women due to
their misogyny? A look at the data.
7 upvotes | August 26, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Are men unable to secure relationships with women due to their misogyny? A look at the data." from
/r/PurplePillDebate:

It’s a commonly accepted idea on PPD and elsewhere that men are often single because their
misogynistic behavior puts women off.
On the surface, this is an intuitively satisfying idea. One would expect that men who treat women
poorly would have a difficult time forming stable relationships with them.
Although this is likely the case at least some of the time, I was curious to see if things like male
virginity positively correlated to higher levels of sexism and misogyny in men, and if men who
enjoyed sexual success had the opposite traits.
It’s common on Reddit to ascribe a lack of success with women to misogyny. I think we’ve all seen
responses to a sexually frustrated and lonely man that suggest it’s his personality or misogynistic
attitudes that are hindering him, and that he needs to change those behaviors to do better. The
implication is that misogynistic men don’t do well with women. Is this true? Let’s look at some data.
I’ll do my best to represent the data in good faith, but I expect the kind folks of PPD to hold me
accountable.
First, we’ll look at a study from Spain:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6224861/pdf/main.pdf
In this study of ~2,700 teenagers (about 50/50 male female) sexism was found to be strongly
positively correlated with romantic and sexual success in boys.
Sexually active boys displayed higher levels of all three types of sexism: hostile, benevolent, and
ambivalent. It also revealed that the girls were more attracted to sexist boys, particularly of the
benevolent type.
The boys in the study who had the least sexual experience were found to have the lowest levels of all
three types of sexism. This suggests that it may be the lack of sexism, rather than the presence of it,
that hinders men’s success with women.
This study does have some obvious issues. First, this is a study of teenagers and may not be
representative of adult behaviors and preferences. Second, this was done in Spain only and may not
be representative of other Western countries. A thought provoking study, but let’s look at more data.
In this study from the US:
https://europepmc.org/backend/ptpmcrender.fcgi?accid=PMC4842162&blobtype=pdf
555 men (aged 18 to 25) were tested via surveys on levels of misogynistic attitudes and adherence to
stereotypical masculine behavior.
The study found that misogynistic men had more consensual sex, more casual sex, significantly more
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partners, watched more porn, committed more sexual violence, and visited sex worker more often.
This is an interesting study. I’m going to go ahead and post this to get the discussion going. Later, I’ll
add some studies that have shown no link between virginity and misogynistic attitudes and some
that’s show that rapists tend to have more consensual sexual partners than other men and are rated as
more attractive to women (Michelle Maronne, anyone?)
Thanks for your engagement.
Posted by Capable-Resolve-2001 | 26 August 2022 | Link
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no sex until marriage...after kids and in your 40s
7 upvotes | August 23, 2022 | by Fit-Faithlessness149 | Link | Reddit Link
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Sex as the end all be all
7 upvotes | August 22, 2022 | by BlackPillPusher | Link | Reddit Link
I understand young men are particularly vulnerable to this due to the high amounts of testosterone,
but I feel like there's a few points I gotta make to the so called "sexless" folks out there:
sex won't cure your depression.
sex won't improve your financial situation (as it's usually detrimental to it).
sex won't make you a better person.
sex won't teach you useful life skills.
sex won't fix your car, pay your rent, or get you a higher position in society.
any man with a 100$ is only sexless by choice.
sex is just a form of masturbation with the bonus side effect of potentially turning you into a
wage slave to a woman for 18+ years.
Put things in proportions brothers, don't let your instincts ruin your potential.
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Married woman cheats. Why? "At 6’2 ft., Sam was tall, fit, and
very handsome." Welp...
7 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/30-year-old-cheating-on-her-husband-164945376.html
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It is outrageous that two of our needs (affection and sex) are
totally controlled by someone else (women).
7 upvotes | August 16, 2022 | by Mysterious_Point_887 | Link | Reddit Link
Imagine if getting water was as difficult as getting affection and sex, controlled by women's
preferences. If she likes you, you can quench your thirst.
Affection and sex may not be as urgent as the need for water, but they are certainly important for a
person's well-being and development. Therefore, if I have a plethora of unpleasant physical traits
such as being short, having a small penis, being skinny, being ugly, I am doomed to be unhappy and
unfulfilled by not submitting to the hegemonic tastes of women. Even if women were paid for sex, I
would be controlled.
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Men feel entitled to casual sex
7 upvotes | August 8, 2022 | by lana3068 | Link | Reddit Link
Men on here tend to talk about casual sex like they are confused and hurt why they dont get it. A lot
of men dont get casual sex so why do they act like they were led on by society. I dont ever remember
anyone saying or insinuating casual sex was common growing up- I can remember guys pretending
like they had slept with a lot of women but it was VERY apparent they were lying.
I think it is widely known that women's sex drive tends to be lower than males and women tend to
want relationships- so it seems like all the guys on here want something that doesn't exist.
And just because they see chad having casual sex they think that means they should be too? I see
women my age having sugar daddies that give them millions yet I dont think that means I should be
having the same experience, why?- because I'm an average girl and I know that treatment is reserved
for models.
These men complaining about lack of casual sex also have the view that high n count women are low
value and unattractive- so why exactly (by your own logic) do you think women would want to sleep
with you if it lowers her value?
Guys on here also like to point out that men will sleep with anyone- ugly women, women they hate,
fat women etc. AND they point out that casual sex isn't the best experience for women saying that
guys dont care about women they are having casual sex with.
It just shocks me that guys can say that casual sex is a lose lose situation for women and then they
wonder why women dont want to have casual sex with them!
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How high. The issue with height
7 upvotes | August 1, 2022 | by gilamonster69 | Link | Reddit Link
Is there a way for one to become taller or lessen your height decrease as you grow older? Thanks for
indulging me.
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''Fertility' ' is cope
6 upvotes | October 21, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
Now most men use fertility as a reason for why they like younger women, but most young men
nowadays ''pump and dump' ' or have casual sex instead of marriage when they are young so there's
no children happening when you actually get prime women, not only that, but incel forums do
suggest 13-16 year olds look better than 30 year olds despite them being less fertile
Now if you like younger women or even just neorenous immature features(as long as it's on a legal
person) i don't really care but for the reasons i listed alone, fertility seems like a copout because no
one has kids when they are 20 anymore. I'd rather people not explain their personal preferences with
psuedoscience
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teenpill hits hard as an ugly female
6 upvotes | September 30, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
when i was in middle school and high school i was bullied for being ugly and also wasnt interested in
romance :((
now im not bullied but the boys are post-wall in college hairy and some already balding :(( dont want
to use tinder either
over, missed teen love im postwall now
brutal agepill
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Are most relationships gynocentric?
6 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by shreyastalpade | Link | Reddit Link
Basically the title, as much as i have seen the real and virtual world i have seen power imbalances in
relationships mostly in the favor of women. What's ur opinion?
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X-post: I paid a girl $7,000 every month to live with me and be
my gf
6 upvotes | August 28, 2022 | by TriggurWarning | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "i paid a girl $7,000 every month to live with me and be my gf" from /r/TrueOffMyChest:

our agreement just ended last week when she wanted to go back to college and it lasted for 5 months
but the countless post nut clarities just hit now. god damnit, i need to tell someone at least and most
people i know irl will mock me.
the girl was an online friend who dropped out of college and wanted to get back on her feet. she kept
on making suggestions that she wanted to leave her family house but had no money and she couldn't
trust the craigslist ads. until she straight up made me an offer. i think she knew i had a crush on her
and i just couldn't say no. i was a 29 year old virgin at the time and i'm not gonna bore you with the
reocurring themes of self deprecation in this context but i guess you get the gist. it was the first time i
had the chance to get with a girl i liked and i make a lot of money so i thought why not?
i'm ngl, i really did enjoy every second i spent with her but alas, all good things must come to an end.
we said our goodbyes last week and i'm alone again
Posted by Anotherrthrowaway101 | 28 August 2022 | Link
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Want more incels? Because a lot of men doing this is how you
get incels.
6 upvotes | August 21, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/relationships/my-husband-and-i-have-a-girlfriend/ar-AA10TdY
7?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=2c5e29be9f954f8590f67fbc30582566#comments
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I regret my post so let me explain
6 upvotes | August 19, 2022 | by gardenfan167 | Link | Reddit Link
So I regret making posts in this subreddit and purple pill around the topic of hook up culture. It was
too rash an I didn't get to flush out my idea and I got strawmanned. So I want to try again
So let me explain what I think. I think hook up culture will not exist in a hypothetical better world I
thought up. By eliminating poverty, reducing crime, increase free time, changing marriage from an
economic contract to a solely a union of love, coupling sex and romance in media, teach relationship
and emotional regulation skills, abolish porn (current porn industry and how porn is depicted) I think
hook up culture would either wither away completely or it's pressure will be greatly reduced. I am not
advocating for slut shaming or telling people in this generation to stop.
This is what I think will happen if the world goes this direction. I apologize for those crass posts I
posted before they were too sudden and not well thought out but I hope this fills in the gap
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A friend sent me this article and I want to hear your all
thoughts
6 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by gardenfan167 | Link | Reddit Link
https://bridgetphetasy.substack.com/p/slut-regret
She basically talks about the negative side effects of hook up culture from a feminist perspective
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Tinder gender ratio issue
6 upvotes | August 17, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.businessofapps.com/data/tinder-statistics/
A lot of users point out to tinder as what the average female wants, however tinder userbase is made
out of %75 men, doesn't that mean most women aren't using tinder period?
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Why am I treated like Brainy from Hey Arnold?
6 upvotes | August 16, 2022 | by Cesar822 | Link | Reddit Link
https://imgur.com/X8AIbIc
I am 17, half-hispanic, and have autism, the picture link above is what I look like in real life, I talked
to my brother's Mexican girlfriend in Mexico, she is 18 years old and her name is Ariadna, my
brother told his girlfriend I have autism and that explains my behaviors sometimes, as a result, I have
changed my profile picture on this Reddit profile to Brainy from Hey Arnold because I am a
disgusting incel and I look like Brainy too.
His girlfriend told on my family because I told her I have autism and I am depressed and autism is the
reason why I am depressed and lonely, she doesn't understand English so she told my family why I
said that and my cousin told her I have autism and that's why I feel the need to say those things.
Overall, I would say that she doesn't understand autism very well sometimes but she understands
better now because of my brother discussing autism with her and my interactions with her.
I'm just disappointed, my brother's Mexican girlfriend doesn't understand what I mean when I talk
about having autism and being depressed, it irritates me and makes me think I am ugly, depressed,
autistic, loser, and uneducated, yes I can write English but that doesn't mean I'm uneducated severely,
I can barely do anything.
Tbh, I look like Brainy from Hey Arnold, I wear stupid glasses sometimes, my eyebrows look mean,
I have a beard and good-looking hair, but I still look like Brainy and ugly like him.
I know I'm going to get a lot of hate for looking like Brainy and being ugly, people will assume I
came here because I am an ugly incel who has autism and is possibly a homophobe or misogynist but
to be honest, those aren't the main issues, the point I'm trying to make is I'm too ugly anyways and
have autism, and I look like Brainy from Hey Arnold, and I am going to kill myself soon.
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why do i see average guys with average girls outside and online
all the time
6 upvotes | August 15, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
Like this video says, it's actually more likely to see an average guy than a chad outside :
https://youtu.be/65HrtrS0mTE
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Recurring Spam Post!
6 upvotes | August 14, 2022 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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How many of you guys are neurodivergent?
6 upvotes | August 13, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
From incel forums and places i have noticed majority of them display autistic traits or are social
outcasts
They use looks, money, race(even though majority of them are white) as cope and while all of them
are valid reasons, i think the neurodivergent/autism factor is the biggest of all
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What common saying you think Is lie?
6 upvotes | August 12, 2022 | by Glad-Discount-4761 | Link | Reddit Link
What is thing you don't believe or think it is lie while others believe it or media tells it.
For me,"Age is just a number" "Be nice and you will be rewarded for it"
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Looking for moderators!
6 upvotes | July 28, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
Would you like to be a moderator at r/AllPillDebate ?
Basically, this sub is designed to be a more inclusive and tolerant version of r/PurplePillDebate .
So we're building a new debate platform from the ground up. We're looking for level headed mods
who can keep thier cool and moderate fairly under Reddit's General TOS.
The sub, being as inclusive as possible, will only ban users who blatantly violate those rules like
threatening users, threatening violence, ect.
But everything else is generally is acceptable. If you want to be a mod then let me know. Thanks!
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q4w: Are you proud of your past, and tell everyone about all
your bodies?
5 upvotes | November 8, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link
Or are you ashamed of your past? And dont voluntarily tell everyone about it?
(I am boycotting r/ppd bc a sour mod with a degree)
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q4w: does it take a strong woman to turn down sex with a man
she doesnt want to marry, or, a weak woman accepts sex with
men she doesnt want to marry?
5 upvotes | November 8, 2022 | by aytubdotcom | Link | Reddit Link
I know people do what they want. People eat what they want, and sleep with who they want. But
temptation is there in everything. If a woman cant resist the tempation of food, she'll be fat. When
women resist the temptations of sex with men they are not intending to marry, do consider that weak
women or strong women?
(I am actively boycotting r/ppd because of a mod with a degree)
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I think a lot of things said to be evolutionary in blackpill scenes,
are in fact social engineering
5 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
for example ''women liking violent or thuggish men''
i think this is false because for one, the whole ''thuglife'' thing was literally a cia psyop to make
blacks more prone to crime and have a weaker community:
https://lulz.com/cia-agent-admits-agency-created-gangster-rap-otpflktp-271836/
second, if this was natural, what purpose would it serve? a psychopathic or thuggish guy would
probbaly be a danger to the female and her offsprings, evolution is about survival above all else.
you could say maybe, men more prone to violence would protect her from dangers, sure but i don't
think that archetype is the thug/bad boy, it's the strong looking hardworking worker male type.
and there are also studies suggesting exposure to something could make you ''like'' or ''get''
desentisized to that thing more, exposure, media and social engineering altering perspections is also a
thing that has evolutionary reason.
in short, people like whatever media tells them is the cool thing, both men and women.
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datepsych’s analysis on black pill viewpoints (worth a read
IMO)
5 upvotes | October 12, 2022 | by Liberated_Asexual | Link | Reddit Link
https://twitter.com/datepsych/status/1579942528107040768?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw">October
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If women striked from work for one year, and then men the
following year, which gender would suffer more, and why?
5 upvotes | October 8, 2022 | by aytubdotcom | Link | Reddit Link
Often we hear about women threatening to go on strike. Not sure what that means, other than not
doing something they normally do. So, i wanted to know which gender would be most impacted by
the workforce strike of an entire gender for one year. For example, while the men are on strike, there
would still be female police officers working, just not males. Who would suffer more and why?
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Men we need to stop reinstating our preferences against
promiscuous women
5 upvotes | October 6, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link
I amde this post in purple pill but it got taken down so I am posting in here
Men I don't see the point in keep reinstating your preferences against promiscuous women
Look I also don't want to date promiscuous women but I don't need to justify it through
pseudoscience like promiscuous women aren't able to pair bond. Instead we need to actually
deconstruct and abolish hook up culture. My issue with red and blue pill is that you can only interpret
the world but the point is to change it. But you all think it's a sin to change the world, to created more
prosocial humans. But other animals have changed the world and their environment why can't we.
Early worms in the Cambrian or Silurian era literally created modern sea floor, plants literally
influenced the oxygen content in the atmosphere. Sure individually we cannot do much other live our
values but if we worked together we can make a better world. We humans have every right to change
the world to better suit ourselves we have been doing this for a long time with agriculture and such.
We cannot let the hook up culture win, it may not be causing downfall of society but it sure is
correlated with our decaying society.
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why is the premise of blackpill so surprising?
5 upvotes | October 5, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
Society liking beautiful people more than pretty ones is literally water, why do you guys think it's
surprising? Women literally are more blackpilled on this
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Young guys struggling to get laid should just get with older
women
5 upvotes | September 15, 2022 | by MAGA-Latino | Link | Reddit Link
I constantly see guys on here that are struggling with dating so as someone that had the same issue I
figure I'll share how I managed to solve that problem. The sad truth is that if you're a young guy
today that doesn't have much money and is more towards the beta side, girls today just don't want
you. Most guys just can't compete with the alphas or the old guys with money and status.
While you might get lucky here and there you are mostly just wasting your time. What you should
realize is that there are tons of older women that are single, lonely and desperate. Many of those
women were just like the younger girls today. They thought they were too good for everyone and
they wanted to have as much "fun" as possible and before they knew it time just simply ran out for
them.
Those women really want the older HVM but can no longer get them. Many of them simply can't
handle not having the SMV advantage anymore. Many older women still have needs. Since they can't
get the HVM they want they simply settle for a younger guy with stamina that is just happy to get
laid. Not to mention that younger guys are so desperate that to them these older women have a high
SMV because they are female and attainable.
When I was younger and was broke, under 6 feet, and more towards the beta side, I had trouble
myself. The younger girls that I really wanted were more of a waste of time then anything. You try
and try just to see them be picked up by an older guy with a nice car.
So I just started dealing with older women. They weren't exactly what I wanted but I was getting laid
at least. I also was able to get hotter women then I could have gotten with younger girls. I had an
older rich woman that used to take me out and buy me things. I had one woman with big tits. I even
had a very pretty older woman with a huge ass and thick thighs. She could have easily been an IG
model if she was younger. There was no way I could have gotten a younger girl with all that.
So I ask you younger guys why are you wasting your time with younger girls that don't want you
when you could be "dating" an older woman? Besides its just for now. After you manage to build up
enough status you can then circle back and only date younger girls. One advantage you have as a man
is that you have more time. So you can do that.
Just some bad things I think I should warn you about. These older women really want an older HVM
and they're only settling for you. In fact I think that you are just a pawn which she's hopelessly trying
to use to make the HVM jealous. However since it's just about sex you shouldn't care too much.
They also try to act as if they're better than you because they're older. They constantly say things like
"you're still a kid" and whatnot. Also they really just want to use you to feel like they stills got it.
Younger guys are good for that because they are desperate and are just happy to be getting laid.
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Ppd autocensors me, and potentially all of you.
5 upvotes | September 8, 2022 | by Syrianchaddet | Link | Reddit Link
Using reveddit you can see if one of your comments gets deleted. 144 of mine have been deleted in 4
months. Wanna guess how many are autodeleted on ppd? 135. u/GridRexx, why waste automod
resources on autobanning my comments?
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Woman frustrated at Hinge passes out "dating resumes" to
men on the street with her photo, hobbies and interests. How
can a woman be that desperate?
5 upvotes | September 8, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/woman-passing-dating-resumes-meet-230705457.html
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Why am I here?
5 upvotes | August 26, 2022 | by undertoastedtoast | Link | Reddit Link
Apologies for this being off topic, but I'm genuinely curious if anyone around here has some
rudimentary psychology knowledge and can explain what I and so many others are doing in spaces
like this.
Everytime I visit, I get sent into a depressive spiral and want to end everything. Truth is unbelievably
painful, but I can't stop myself from seeking it out, it feels like an addiction almost.
I know I'm not the only one, does anyone understand why? What are our brains trying to accomplish
by learning things we don't want to know?
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i think a big effect on why men think all girls like the same
thing is because women don't produce a lot of mainstream
media.
5 upvotes | August 22, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
There's porn,comic books, video games that aren't super obscure, bigger movies and tv shows made
by men that shows range between women, however i can't think of much that is made by women and
also mainstream in the west besides maybe romance novels.
I do know some girls who have a fetish for short men and even some who have fetish for bisexual
men, you guys wouldn't believe me because this probably isn't in your social circle nor in mainstream
media
Example a: people thought it was odd that women are attracted to Justin Bieber or jungkook in the
past due to these guys coming off as feminine or whatever, now with k-pop/k-drama/whateverelse
becoming more mainstream stuff, most of you guys at least acknowledge a subculture of women are
into this type. Media making it mainstream has changed the general opinion or awareness around it.
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Couples and Money
5 upvotes | August 20, 2022 | by Marzipan-Happy | Link | Reddit Link
So let's pretend you are married.
Would you have separate accounts? Who would be in control of the finances? Why?
I'm just curious
In my relationship (I'm a woman, if you haven't figured that out yet) We each have our own account
that a small percentage of our paycheck goes into for our hobbies, as this reduces fights. The rest
goes in a joint account. My second small job goes into a fourth account, which is a savings account.
My own money (about 75 a paycheck) is used for my hobbies, to pay the kids allowances (40) and a
small amout goes to my investment account. My husband gets about 120 a paycheck.
I manage all the bills, all the spending. My husband has no idea what's where, and has no interest. I
took over because I am just better with money, and way more frugal than him. I also have more
realistic expectations of what things should cost.
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I see a lot of women on Youtube supporting the men's side of
the dating debate. Why is it they all support shit like Kevin
Samuels and his kind?
5 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
I'm talking about Melanie King and JustPearlyThings and so on.
How about a woman who defends men and understands their plight but isn't an acolyte or defender of
these toxic fucknard PUAs and Red Pill peddlers?
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How is your experience with lifting weights in the gym? Did it
actually help with women?
5 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link
You can't create a thread like this on purplepilldebate or other places on reddit without a number of
people saying "hurrr durrr sounds like you don't want to put in the work, sounds like you're lazy,
sounds like you're making excuses". Hopefully it will be different here.
For a bit of background - I have been in and out the gym over my life. I lifted solidly for 3 years,
sticking to a good lifting routine, good diet, enough rest, barely missed a gym session, before real life
got in the way. I then lifted again for 18 months straight. Strength and muscle comes back a lot faster,
because of muscle memory. Right now I have been in the gym for 6 months and the gains have come
very fast because of muscle memory.
Anyway, in all that time I lifted weights, I felt like it helped precisely zero with women. I did put on
plenty of muscle and strength. I could see the changes in my body over time, the scales went up, I
lifted way more than when I started. I was putting in the work. But when it came to women? Nothing.
Women did not care.
I read on purplepilldebate, the red pill subreddit and other places, that some men lift for just 1-2 years
and already they have women checking them out, women giggling over them, women touching them,
women starting conversations with them. I don't know whether they're lying or not, but I got none of
that. It was so disappointing.
Then when I do say my experience, I'm told I shouldn't lift for women. I should lift for "myself", I
should lift because it brings "confidence" (confidence gains were minimal at best for me), I should
lift for my health (doesn't feel healthy to push your body that hard to build extra muscle that your
body doesn't even need).

So what are your experiences? Did lifting help with women and why/why not?
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Is fixing a landwhale a good idea? LandWhaleMaxxing?
5 upvotes | August 17, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm considering LandWhaleMaxxing, but I want to know if any guys had experience, with being in a
long term relationship with a woman who gets more attractive.
I have a lot of experience with weight loss and I am pretty certain I could get a woman to lose weight
easily, the problem is:
I don't know if I would be fixing a woman just for her to leave me for some chad once she becomes
attractive. I've heard some stories of guys who've done this and things end tits up
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Question for men, women's hobbies.
5 upvotes | August 12, 2022 | by Marzipan-Happy | Link | Reddit Link
I have seen a lot of commentary about women's activities, and what's not acceptable Art (she's crazy)
Clubbing (slut!) Spending time with her girlfriends (sus) Movies (lazy)
So what is acceptable beyond working out? Under water basket weaving? Kayaking? Reading? Deep
sea diving?
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User and Post Flairs!
5 upvotes | August 8, 2022 | by bludkraze | Link | Reddit Link
You can now choose and update your flair!
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at what point is a man too gynocentric?
5 upvotes | August 3, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/wfkznt/at_what_point_is_a_man_too_gynocentric/
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Ladies, let me explain why high body counts are bad for you,
okay?
4 upvotes | November 8, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
It's simple, really. Women fuck Chad and get pumped and dumped and it really hurts and leaves
lasting emotional scars, until finally at some point she gets mad and starts getting defensive. Like
putting men through shit tests and even going full FDS. These women amass emotional baggage and
every man she runs into will be asked to carry it.
Still reading, ladies? Because casual sex also damages men who fuck around a lot. They get jaded
and start to see women as expendable. They're more likely to cheat and "pursue variety" even in
LTRs. Men who fuck around can also encounter serious trauma, see Johnny Depp for instance. How
many men encountered that and got mad and went MGTOW? Men also get Stacey widowed after
fucking a hot babe and then getting ghosted.
LOL y'all thought high body counts only hurt women? Nah they hurt men, too! Gotcha! Say hi to the
reality check!
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Women have similar or even greater reservations when it
comes to a prospective partner’s sexual histories than men do.
It’s just that the current zeitgeist holds men to a much higher
standard, which is why it’s almost exclusively men who get shit
4 upvotes | November 4, 2022 | by BlindMaestro | Link | Reddit Link
Inspired by this +5.6k 2X post condemning men for having standards. Women, like men,
discriminate on the basis of sexual history when selecting for romantic partners. Because sexual and
relational histories are extremely useful predictors of the future success of relationships, being the
best predictors of future infidelity, dissatisfaction and divorce, it would be foolish not to take them
into account when considering a long-term relationship with someone. Unfortunately, only men
experience social disapproval (and, sometimes, harassment) for exercising judgement by taking
sexual history into account when vetting potential romantic partners. Many an article (ex. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 8, 9, video (ex. 1, 2, 3), and Reddit thread (1, 2, 3, 4) have been devoted to shaming men who have
reconsidered their current relationships or who’ve passed on potential relationships with women that
have extensive sexual histories. When men are told that “the past is the past,” they need to understand
that in reality this only intended to be applied where women’s histories are concerned. The majority
of men today will still be rejected for being inexperienced, too experienced, bisexual, or for having
visited a prostitute. While these preferences of women are completely valid and make sense, what
isn’t right is that men are shamed for having similar preferences due to an unfair social double
standard.
The majority of women discriminate against inexperienced men
In association with world-renowned biological anthropologist Dr. Helen Fisher of Rutgers
University and esteemed evolutionary biologist Dr. Justin R. Garcia of The Kinsey
Institute… 42% of singles would not date a virgin (33% of men and 51% of women)
https://i.imgur.com/W3l258m.jpg
Singles in America: Match.com releases third annual comprehensive study on the single population.
(n.d.). Match.com MediaRoom. Retrieved November 4, 2022, from
http://match.mediaroom.com/2013-02-05-Singles-in-America-Match-com-Releases-Third-Annual-C
omprehensive-Study-on-the-Single-Population (https://archive.ph/C3XPf)
An OkCupid survey similarly has borne this out, with over 40% indicating “definitely NOT,” and
which exceeds 60% when you tack on “probably NOT.”
Younger people in their 20s were particularly less likely to say they would date a virgin —
even though most virgins were in this age range—and women were more likely to report
not wanting to date someone without sexual experience than men.
https://imgur.com/CQI3Zub.jpg
Basu, T. (2016, April 4). Adult virgins say they don’t want to date other adult virgins. The Cut.
https://www.thecut.com/2016/04/adult-virgins-say-they-dont-want-to-date-other-adult-virgins.html
(https://archive.ph/x4opo)
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Most women discriminate against bisexual men and men who’ve engaged in same sex
experimentation
Results indicated that heterosexual women rated bisexual men as less sexually and
romantically attractive, less desirable to date and have sex with, and less masculine
compared to straight men. No such differences were found for heterosexual and gay men’s
ratings of female and male profiles, respectively. These results support previous research
findings that indicate more negative attitudes toward dating bisexual men than bisexual
women.
https://i.imgur.com/vxPgqsh.jpg
Gleason, N., Vencill, J. A., & Sprankle, E. (2018). Swipe Left on the Bi Guys: Examining Attitudes
toward Dating and Being Sexual with Bisexual Individuals. Informa UK Limited.
https://doi.org/10.1080/15299716.2018.1563935
.
Thirty-four percent of women anticipated or had already experienced having sex with
another woman, compared to only 20 percent of men who desired to have sex with another
man. However, women were less willing to consider dating a bisexual person than male
respondents.
Only 19% of women surveyed by Zava were willing to date a bisexual man.
https://i.imgur.com/OosQ3yL.jpg
Sexual Journeys: 1,000 People Evaluate their Sexual Evolution. (n.d.). ZAVA UK. Retrieved August
18, 2021, from https://www.zavamed.com/uk/sexual-journeys.html (https://archive.is/ZWOXD)
.
Sexuality professor Ritch C. Savin-Williams told Glamour that women saying that they
would not date a bisexual man "suggests that these women hold on to the view that while
women occupy a wide spectrum of sexuality, men are either gay or straight."
https://i.imgur.com/d4uUhz9.jpg
Mashego, L. (2018, April 20). Biphobia - why are women afraid of dating bisexual men? W24.
https://www.news24.com/w24/SelfCare/Wellness/Mind/biphobia-why-are-women-afraid-of-dating-b
isexual-men-20180420 (https://archive.md/Yi9dD)
.
63% of women, however, say they wouldn't date a man who has had sex with another man
https://i.imgur.com/hPK8VBs.jpg
Tsoulis-Reay, A. (2016, February 11). Are you straight, gay, or just...You? Glamour.
https://www.glamour.com/story/glamour-sexuality-survey (https://archive.ph/sKleE)
.
"One girl I was dating suddenly said that the thought of me being with a man made her
physically sick. Then she blocked me on everything.
Hunte, B. (2019). The bisexuality dating dilemma. Retrieved 23 June 2022, from
www.TheRedArchive.com
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https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-49753820 (https://archive.ph/7fbH5)
Men who are too experienced are discriminated against
Now this one was particularly interesting. A lot of women will pass on men with too many partners.
In addition to empirical studies that can attest to this, Muscle and Fitness magazine, asking several
women in 2017 if they had caps. Just imagine the feminist backlash if men were interviewed, quoting
upper limits for potential partners. Here were some of the responses:
if it’s 30-40, I’m out.
.
15 is my cap. That’s a lot of people if you’re in your 20s or 30s.
.
Anything over 15 makes me nervous that he’s more dirty than experienced
.
Over 25 for sure. I prefer lower than that; 20-25 is where I start seeing it as a turn off.
.
I’d say over 15. Of course, women want to be with a guy who knows how to move in the
bedroom and isn’t just going to jackhammer and grunt for four and a half minutes. But I
know, personally, it makes me uncomfortable to think about my partner or boyfriend having
been with tons and tons of girls
.
20 is my cap. Realistically, a man or woman isn’t getting checked for STDs or using a
condom every time they have sex with every new sexual partner.
.
I think over 10-15.
.
I think if a guy is 25-30 years old, 15-20 women is the top of the ceiling. I’d want my
partner to have been in some serious relationships before me—not cycling through women
constantly.
.
I think it starts to go overboard is 25+.
Smith, B. (2016, August 18). We Asked 20 Women: How many sexual partners is too many? Muscle
& Fitness.
https://www.muscleandfitness.com/women/dating-advice/we-asked-20-women-how-many-sexual-par
tners-too-many/ (https://archive.ph/Teucj)
.
Thus, contrary to the idea that male promiscuity is tolerated but female promiscuity is not,
both sexes expressed equal reluctance to get involved with someone with an overly
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extensive sexual history.
https://i.imgur.com/gRCdahZ.jpg
Stewart-Williams, S., Butler, C. A., & Thomas, A. G. (2017). Sexual History and Present
Attractiveness: People Want a Mate With a Bit of a Past, But Not Too Much. Journal of sex research,
54(9), 1097–1105. https://doi.org/10.1080/00224499.2016.1232690
.
Targets were more likely to be derogated as the number of sexual partners increased, and
this effect held for both male and female targets. These results suggest that, although people
do evaluate others as a function of sexual activity, people do not necessarily hold men and
women to different sexual standards
https://i.imgur.com/RF1Eb50.jpg
Marks, M. J., & Fraley, R. C. (2005). The Sexual Double Standard: Fact or Fiction? Sex Roles,
52(3–4), 175–186. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11199-005-1293-5
Women discriminate against men who’ve seen prostitutes
Some choice quotes on potentially dating men who’ve solicited the services of sex workers:
A DRY SPELL IS NO EXCUSE
"I worry about the justification when men say, 'It's just sex'. I could be in the biggest dry
spell of my life, literally years, and I still wouldn't pay for sex. It wouldn't even cross my
mind to pay for sex.” Terri, 28
.
NO WAY
"It would massively change my opinion of my boyfriend.” Siobhan, 33
.
IT'S OFF-PUTTING
"It's harsh, but it would definitely be a deal-breaker for me. The idea of someone paying for
sex is just off-putting.” Robyn, 32
.
"If they'd paid for sex within the last five years, I couldn't date them. I find it deeply
unattractive. It undermines all of a man's masculinity and is almost pity inducing.” Maria,
27
.
I CAN DO BETTER THAN THAT
"I'm not sure I could marry or have kids with someone who thought it was OK to pay for
sex, or even to pay to watch women get naked.” Erin, 30
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Askham, G. (2016, November 1). Would you date a guy who has paid for sex? Glamour UK.
https://www.glamourmagazine.co.uk/article/would-you-date-a-guy-who-has-paid-for-sex
(https://archive.ph/yT0sn)
On Reddit:
https://archive.ph/WJhPX
https://archive.ph/57eWc
https://archive.ph/iDa4w
https://archive.ph/Lhz5r
https://archive.ph/5HBrk
Funnily enough, on a subreddit where most women indicated they wouldn’t date men who’ve been
with escorts, a woman posted about her first experience with a male escort receiving +1300 upvotes.
Final thoughts
Men are instructed to overlook women’s histories while women are not, and most women will not
overlook men’s histories. When women say, ”the past is the past””, that’s only ever applied to their
pasts. Men place themselves at a severe disadvantage when they adhere to this inequitable double
standard.
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QW: The women who don't participate in casual sex, do you
think women like you are unicorns or more common than we
men think?
4 upvotes | November 3, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link
So from my understanding of the redpill and mainstream feminism, they say most people hook up
and that it's very common. While others have said it isn't common. So what is the answer here exactly
I don't understand?
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I just got shadow banned on PPD, so posting a comment where
I show how no one cares about men's suffering
4 upvotes | October 25, 2022 | by Silly_Tour2450 | Link | Reddit Link
tl;dr: I asked if "this" would be good advice to a rape victim, when it was actually someone saying
that lonely, sexless men should just suck it up. Paste of my comment below.
Yesterday, I made this comment in the daily chat:
I read some advice on twitter, about how to deal with the aftermath of being raped, and I'd
like to know what you guys think of it:
Sometimes life sucks and it’s not really anybody's fault & there isn’t anything
anyone can or should do. The advice should be about learning to deal with pain
and the unfairness of the universe without making it everyone else’s problem or
making things worse for yourself.
What I didn't mention was that the comment was originally about lonely, sexless men, not rape
victims. So, the responses are very interesting.
u/Katatonicsnake wrote:
That’s cruel. Firstly, it is the rapist’s fault and denying that makes it difficult to heal and “deal with
the pain”. Secondly, I think it says a lot about this person’s values that they think rape victims are
“making it everyone else’s problem”. The victim doesn’t have to learn anything from their experience
(often they do, but still), and rape isn’t just another form of “unfairness”. Also, the last sentence
“making things worse for yourself” almost sounds like a threat. If someone were to tell me this
directly, I would probably assume that there has been a rape in their life and they haven’t really dealt
with it yet.
u/samjeethydebased wrote:
after reading this I realized that my brain literally does not compute rapists as people
when I first saw this advice I was like "that's not bad advice" but then I saw another comment saying
it's the rapist's fault, and I realized "oh yeah some people think rapists are humans", because I just
mentally assumed they already took care of it
the best solution to rapists is to put them down, like the animals they are
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how important is social status
4 upvotes | October 23, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
...for a man?
...for a woman?
can desire be changed by status? i would think at least much more than it can be bought with money.
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q4w: if most/all the men you have dated never proposed to you,
have you accepted that you are NOT wifey material (aka a
slut)?
4 upvotes | October 12, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link
Believe it or not, in general, most men are the same. This is not to be construed with all men are the
same. Meaning if you asked 100 men to rate a group of random women, the majority of men will all
agree that certain women are more attractive than the others. If you dont believe this simple truth,
then please exit now.
Therefore, if you are having sexual relations with many men, and none have proposed to you, it
simply means you arent marriage material, and you are replaceable. Have you accepted this? Why or
why not?
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What are your thoughts on the blackpill?
4 upvotes | October 7, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/xy8zz6/what_are_your_thoughts_on_the_blackpill/
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Q4W: Are you closed to fwb, casual sex, and situationship? If
so why?
4 upvotes | October 6, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link
In the purple pill server someone asked the opposite question for women so I want to try to do
something different here. I hope you all don't mind
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q4w: What does the 28+ y.o. single you bring to the table better
than the 18-27 y.o. single you?
4 upvotes | October 1, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link
Many women believe that they get better with age. The question is what does the older you bring to
the table on a date that a younger version of you couldnt?
For example, the 18-27 y.o. single you is on a date with the man of your dreams: he is everything you
are looking for (whatever that may be); juxtaposed with the 28+ y.o single you with the man of your
dreams. Would the younger you be more appealing to the man of your dreams or the older you would
be more appealing in your opinion?
Would your body be more youthful then or now? Would you be more used or less used then? Would
you be more easy going then or more easy going now?
Granted, this question is for girls who are actually looking to meet men.
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Guys do you shame, harass, or assault women who are
promiscuous?
4 upvotes | September 27, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link
So for the men who don't want to date a promiscuous women would you get angry at the promiscuous
women or politely break off?
Also if you don't want to date promiscuous women because of insecurities do you feel like you need
to overcome those insecurities?
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q4w: Who is your female role model on who you are trying to
become?
4 upvotes | September 23, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link
Many men believe that a lot of women are simply "for the streets", or in other terms, thots, and
whores. Girls make the choice of either having role models or not. When a girl has a role model, she
is more likely to behave similarly to her role model, as she is highly respected by the girl. Regardless
of the role model, a girl will relate to her role model. If a girl does NOT have a role model, then it
means she is being guided by the streets, and will usually behave drastically differently from one day
to the next, without any consistency. This is because she doesn't have a goal, direction, and guidance.
There are many public figures who have a strong influence on many girls, from Megan thee stalion,
to cardi b, to taylor swift, to beyonce.
My question is WHO IS YOU R ROLE MODEL?
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age and location of users?
4 upvotes | September 22, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/xlahps/age_and_location_of_users/
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is it just me or do a lot of people here talk aout stuff like it's
2009?
4 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
like how being a ''nerd'' is synonymous with inceldom despite the fact indoor activities being very
normalized now.
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cmv: "incels" and women who haven't been proposed toinvoluntary unmarried - are in the same boat.
4 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link
Incels and involuntary unmarried women both have desires. One wants to have sex, and the other
wants marriage. However, both have difficult times reaching their goals.
Involuntary unmarried women will NOT admit that they yearn for marriage, so they just deny it. Just
as incels claim to not want women, or hate on women, when everyone knows they just want to be
with women.
They are one in the same. Yes, Involuntary unmarried women can get sex with as many men as they
want, despite their looks, age, and health. But having sex with men doesn't prove you are valuable to
men. Any girl can spread her legs and let a man, or whatever, fuck her. Being that no man has
proposed to you, it means that men do NOT value you as much as you think.
Being that literally any man will stick his dick in you doesn't mean you are valuable just because you
let certain men fuck you. It actually is the opposite, it means those men are valuable and NOT you.
Your value only come from men who are willing to propose to you, and ask you to marry them. That
act means you are valuable to at least ONE man. Regardless if you agree to marry him or not.
The takeaway is that just because women let some men fuck them does NOT make them more
valuable than "incels".
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Relationship advice (White pill advice) Pt.2
4 upvotes | September 19, 2022 | by Hodgekin | Link | Reddit Link
Hi Folks, this is part 2 of my series of relationship advice for a healthy relationship.
I'll start with the work of Dr. Panksepp and his discovery of the mammalian play circuit. Panksepp
did an observational experiment with rats. Male rats like to wrestle with each other as a form of play.
If a rat was 10% bigger, that mouse can win 100% of the time. If you would expect the goal of the
game was to win, then the bigger rat would win every game. But that's not what happens. What
happens is the bigger rat lets the little rat win 30% of the time. Then you might ask, why? The answer
is because, if the little rat doesn't win at least 30% of the time, the little rat won't invite the big rat to
play.
He discovered that there's an intrinsic need for fairness within mammals.
Now how does this relate to the human experience? Let's start with an abstract explanation. You can
imagine every interaction you have is a small game. While playing this game, you can decide if you
want to win or lose. Let's say you decided to win. Great. But the game doesn't end there. You're
invited to play again. You win. Then again, you win, then again and again and again. Then it gets to
the point where you're no longer invited to play. What does it mean when you're not invited to play?
It means you've lost.
That's the meta game. That's the game of life. How many times can you get invited to play? The
winner of the meta game is the person who get's invited to play, all the time.
So here's an actual example of this playing out in the real world. You have a spouse. And you're
playing the game of husband and wife. You get into an argument. Lets say your spouse did something
stupid. Okay. What's your response? You can argue and beat your spouse verbally into submission.
Great. You won the argument. Now what? Well, do it 10 more times and see what happens. Now
your spouse no longer wants to play with you. What game were you playing? Well, you were playing
the game of communication. And all you wanted to do was win that game. Now your spouse doesn't
want to communicate with you.
There's a way to play the game where the other person isn't left defeated. And what's even better,
there's a way to play the game where BOTH party wins at the same time. Maybe instead of winning
the argument, maybe your goal instead was to help your partner overcome their stupidity. Then what
do you have after that? You're partner is no longer the same idiot they were before. That's great. And
you get to be with a person who's less of an idiot! And on top of that, you get invited to play again!
That's a win/win/win situation.
I consider this to be a fundamental truth in our human existence. The truth of winning the game of
life should trump the truth of winning the one game. There's many ways to be correct, but if you want
to be the most correct, the answer is to play the game in a way that you're invited to play tomorrow.
------------------------------------------------------------------Part 1 - Being honest
https://www.reddit.com/r/AllPillDebate/comments/xf76hm/relationship_advice_white_pill_advice/?u
tm_source=share&utm_medium=web2x&context=3
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Need help with preferences (am a female)
4 upvotes | September 12, 2022 | by Optimistprime777 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi, I'm a female but I don't believe any of that feminist crap or the twitter SJWs who think you're a
nazi if you question them at all. Anyway, I have a bit of a sensitive problem. I've been with alphas
and betas but for some reason I seem to be way more into beta guys, maybe even omega or gamma
guys (I'm not super familiar with all the types). Whenever I'm fantasizing about guys it's always the
guy who would be the runt of the litter in a wolf pack or maybe one of the followers, not the alpha.
Picture the nerdy guy with glasses who gets bullied and that's my type.
Like my top crushes would be guys like Jughead from Riverdale, John Doyle (sorry John Doyle fans
but he is kind of beta looking), John Oliver even though his politics are straight garbage, Adam Scott,
Bo Burnham, Chris Ray Gun (again, if he closes his mouth about politics), Bill Hader, iDubbbz,
iNabber, Milo Thatch from Atlantis the lost empire, etc.
However, I'm not that into guys that would be traditionally considered alpha/high status like The
Rock, George Clooney, Jordan Peterson, Clint Eastwood, Brad Pitt, Bruce Willis, Ryan Gosling,
Daniel Craig, Morgan Wallen, Archie from Riverdale, Channing Tatum, etc. I will say, Chris
Hemsworth is ok.
The only alpha guy I can actually get turned on by is Hasan Piker (again, if he closes his mouth) and I
have no idea why.
And then when it comes to sex, I can get turned on when I'm with a beta but I can't with an alpha,
even after hours of trying. Dating has been really hard. I've stopped trying to date alphas because I
don't want to string them along.
Any advice? I don't know what's wrong with me. This can't be good for my bloodline if the only guy
I want to have children with is a beta but I also don't want to have a husband who doesn't excite me at
all. And I don't have the sexual market place value to bag Hasan and I doubt he'd be ok with being
gagged the entire time.
Maybe I'm a beta girl and I should just give up and breed with a beta. I'm not exactly a catch but I do
well enough to have had some relationships and hookups. I'd say I'm a bit below average sexual
market place value. Anyway, any advice would be much appreciated. If it's to close my legs, I get it
(lmao) but that ship has already sailed.
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Do you think standards are radicalizing for both genders?
4 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by Purple-Heiss | Link | Reddit Link
Maybe I'm wrong because I was very young at the time, but I remember back in the 2000's and even
in the early 2010's being in the 5'7 to 5'10 range was seen as a quite decent height for a man; I even
remember if you were at the upper end of this range some people considered you tall and, no, they
didn't say it in a pitiful or sarcastic way, it was a genuine thing, or at least it seemed that way to me.
Now we know very well that for many women (and men) any dude below 6'0 is a midget; it doesn’t
matter that the average height for a man is 5'9 and with it he is noticeably taller than vast majority of
women.
I remember that I had contact with Red-Pill theory at the end of 2019, not so long ago. Back then,
The Wall was somewhere in the 30's. A couple of years later the bar went down and she would hit
The Wall just as she turned 30. In the last few weeks I’ve noticed it’s starting to be said that they hit
The Wall when they turn 25. I've always been a bit amazed by this whole concept because many
women in their 30's are still physically desirable and still look young to my eyes.
Saying a 26 year old girl is post-wall sounds me as surreal and absurd as saying a 5'10.5 man is short.
I get the impression that in recent years people have become radicalized on many issues and this is
just another proof of that. There are no more nuances, spectrums or intermediate points: it's all or
nothing, one side or the other.
If this trend continues, in a few years all men under 6'3 will be considered dwarfs and women will hit
The Wall as soon as their teen years are over. We are going to have a lot of men feeling like hobbits
when they clearly aren’t and we are going to have a lot of women feeling like grannies when they
clearly aren’t.
Maybe it's already happening...
So, what do you think about this?
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Is it even possible to wife up chick's anymore?
4 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by MAGA-Latino | Link | Reddit Link
I hope to get input on this from men with some experience. Men that been through shit.
I've been wondering lately if it's even possible anymore to wife up (not necessarily marriage) the
modern woman anymore. Because to me it's really starting to seem like it just isn't possible anymore.
Like That's just an antiquated concept and we should just learn to accept non committed relationships
or even arrangements.
For example most average women I know it's just a non starter. Either she's completely delusional
from spending too much time on IG where she thinks a relationship is just a man showering her with
luxuries. Completely obvious to the inflation that us that live in the real world have to deal with.
Then other females just want to wait until they are completely used up before even considering a
relationship. Many of them just want more they can get (or keep). Like they demand a man to be a 10
while they are a 6. Even the men that do manage to become a rich fitness model isn't going to want a
6.
Then woman today have absolutely no respect for men. They been conditioned not too. They fully
expect to be able to disrespect men as much as they want to and the men are just supposed to take it.
Then something else I seen is that there's a lot of chameleons out there. These are the chick's that act
right at first sometimes even for years and then when you have a child with them, they change.
Females today know that the system is there to help them and fuck you over. So it empowers them to
act whatever way they want. They know that you can't hit them or even kick them out anymore.
I even see a lot where females are out to move in with a man just to push him over the edge. They
want to start a fight with you hit you so that you can lose it and hit her back. Then she can become a
domestic violence victim and get section 8 housing. Then she'll be set for life.
I seen some men make relationships last be just putting their heads down and do whatever she says.
These are the guys I've met that don't want to leave work because they don't want to go home
anymore.
The only men I seen that are truly happy is in the immigrant demographic. These are the people that
just stay in their own culture even though they live here.
I see some guys try to be like the immigrants and get themselves a foreign girl. Those usually fail
because the women come and get under the influence of modern women.
So I ask again is it even possible to wife a chick up anymore? Or should we all just refuse to move in
with women and just have casual relationships? Because I honestly don't know anymore.
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Alpha/beta behaviour depends on appearance and testosterone.
Women in their ovulation stage tend to choose very masculine
men with good genetics for casual sex and after that stage they
will choose less masculine men for a "serious" relationship, this
is nothing more than the alpha/beta dynamic.
4 upvotes | August 18, 2022 | by Mysterious_Point_887 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/232531873_Changes_in_Women's_Feelings_about_their_R
omantic_Relationships_across_the_Ovulatory_Cycle
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Is "6 feet" really enough in this day and age?
4 upvotes | August 12, 2022 | by SerbianMonies | Link | Reddit Link
One of the most common sayings you will hear from RP guys is that a man has to be "a triple six"
which means he has to earn 6 figures, have a 6 pack, and of course, be 6 feet tall. Lately, however,
I've wondered if we're at the point where it is no longer the minimum. See, we know for a fact that
social media has a tremendous amount of influence on our society. This has led to me investigate the
content that is posted on various platforms and what I've observed is curious to say the least. It seems
a lot of the girls today are aiming for guys that are 6'3" or above because they want their men to be "a
head taller than them" which means a height difference of at least 8 inches. If you live in a country
where the average height of a woman is around 5'7" (e.g. Iceland, Montenegro, the Netherlands),
you'll notice the "gold standard" for a man is actually 6'3" (or 190 cm in metric) and not 6' (183 cm). I
guess this has to be a consequence of the women there simply being taller and "190" sounding like a
nice round number. What do you think? Do you believe standards are changing and why?
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What you guys think about Andrew tate
4 upvotes | August 10, 2022 | by Search-United | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/wl8bjh/what_you_guys_think_about_andrew_tate/
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Why a man’s life is worth less than a womans and why
feminism is a crime against humanity!!!
4 upvotes | August 9, 2022 | by gilamonster69 | Link | Reddit Link
In nature way back when life was fragile and life expectancy was up to 30 years of age one man can
impregnate several women. So if you have 5 men and 5 women equally no problem even if the rest of
the men are killed leaving only one man alive the species can still reproduce. But if we reverse the
roles and there are 5 men to less than 5 women, there is a lesser chance of the species to survive. It
also would breed competition amongst the men for the women, maybe even leading into bloodshed.
Even in war, men are targeted for termination while women are spared from termination, because of
their ability to reproduce. Women already have more rights over men on this issue. The feminist
movement was to get more rights and power over men. Because men and women are not created
equally they cannot have equal rights. It is an unspoken wisdom that is true even if not politically
correct.
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What do you guys think on nofap
4 upvotes | August 9, 2022 | by Search-United | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/wjvmv2/what_do_you_guys_think_on_nofap/
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Recurring Spam Post!
4 upvotes | August 8, 2022 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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best books for "art of seducing men", for women?
3 upvotes | November 12, 2022 | by ifiniasms | Link | Reddit Link
reading robert green's book but im hoping to learn how to flirt and how to talk to men better in a way
that can generate attraction. =) something that will help in the dating to marriage process. thanks!
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q4w: What if all your past partners got together and started a
fan/hate page. How would you feel?
3 upvotes | November 10, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link
If all your past partners found out about eachother and started a fan/hate page regarding you, how
would that make you feel? Do you think that would make you more attractive or less attractive to
future partners? Do you think it would help your future relationships? Would you want the fan page
to grow?

BigDickInjection
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Bluepill pushes the female imperative, redpill pushes the male
imperative
3 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by SmarmyPapsmears | Link | Reddit Link
So before I start, I want to make sure people understand there is no morality involved in this. These
are natural.
Bluepill pushes the female imperative: which is essentially everything to enable their mating strategy.
AF/BB is part of this strategy, aka seeking the highest value male possible. Then settling for a more
beta male if that alpha does not stick around.
Men are biologically disgusted by this because it is similar to cuckoldry, just not as up-front and
direct.
Redpill pushes the male imperative; which is to 'spread your seed'. Everything is done in a matter to
achieve the maximum amount of sex with the maximum number of women (why they oppose
monogamy/marriage).
Women are biologically disgusted by this because they can't understand why a man would need to
fuck everything that moves. It makes them feel cheapened. Being able to compartmentalize sex
bothers women at a core level.
The key for people is understanding that these imperatives are innate and not intended to be
malicious.
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what's blackpill?
3 upvotes | October 25, 2022 | by SnooGoats4766 | Link | Reddit Link
The other day I was called blackpill because some guys were calling a lady a two, she's a slim build
dark complexion and had a little attitude problem. So the guys were saying she was a two and I said
no she's an average looking woman if she was a two she'd probably be 5ft 2 and weighs 300 pounds
by modern day beauty standards. Even though she was very rude being rude does not apply to initial
attraction and because of this I kinda understood why the guys were so outraged. The sources on
Google aren't clear for me so I came to the next best source
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Q4W: Would you halt research on a revolutionary gene
therapy that could turn masculine men into hyper-feminine
women?
3 upvotes | October 16, 2022 | by spinky_bum9451 | Link | Reddit Link
Let's say there was a groudbreaking chromosome gene therapy that could transform a man into a very
passable trans woman, to the point where they were indistinguishable. It would completely re-wire
their hormones and Y chromosome so that everthing including their musculature, voice, frame, and
even bone structure would change to be hyper-feminine, so they wouldn't be able to do stuff like
unfairly cheat at sports. I'm talking about something that seems like science fiction, like Jason
Momoa turning into Zendaya (I suck at celebrities so that's probably not a great example)
Let's say that after a few yaers it starts to go viral, it became relatively inexpensive and gained
massive popularity, and eventually just shy of 50% of men would volunteer to experiment with it, but
not as popular among women (low single digits).
In effect, male population would drop to 30%, 20% trans, and 50% female
Would you oppose this gene therapy from being made available to the public?
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Reaction to Assim Al-Hakeem on Marriage Advice | Mufti Abu
Layth
3 upvotes | October 10, 2022 | by Positive-Tap2624 | Link | Reddit Link
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=790GW3tfjzY
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Dating women made Anna Akana understand men
3 upvotes | October 6, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
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what if someone wants to play harder mode
3 upvotes | September 29, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
Generally southeast asia or latin america is recommended for those who want to make it easy, but if
someone wants to make it harder in 2022,whether he is a man, chad or a female, where should they
go? I know this isn't a productive discussion, i was just curious
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is the ratio of women who fetishize gay sex actually more than
the reverse?
3 upvotes | September 27, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
pornhub data: https://www.pornhub.com/insights/girls-like-boys-who-like-boys
so more women watch gay porn than actual gay men
i was suspicious of this since i learned yaoi and shonen ai as genres existed as a weeb:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yaoi
this ''yaoi'' of fictional characters isn't really just a japanese phenomenon either, i've seen this in
pairings like sherlock x john watson, han solo x luke skywalker, sam x frodo, craig x tweek(even an
episode dedicated to it) ''larry''(one direction band ship name) ''taekook''(bts ship name)
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Giant Implants goes up to David Laid and asks about blackpill
3 upvotes | September 22, 2022 | by NaturallyChad | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CixfsgiDmPo/?igshid=ZDU1ZDhlY2E=
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if looks are more important for men why do women looksmaxx
far more?
3 upvotes | September 20, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
women do skincare, shave, get plastic surgery, try to not be fat, buy expensive clothes, do makeup
while most men do not do this while claiming looks matter the most for men, why not try to come up
with a solution if looks really do matter for men? why not take action instead of LDAR'ing?
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Recurring Spam Post!
3 upvotes | September 11, 2022 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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What do you think what post wall women should do?
3 upvotes | September 3, 2022 | by Glad-Discount-4761 | Link | Reddit Link
Should she just stop dating or is it okay to be careerminded as dating is already not gonna be
successful
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Why dick game is important in relationship
3 upvotes | September 2, 2022 | by Hodgekin | Link | Reddit Link
A new article is making it's rounds in the Redpill community. You may have already stumble across
it.
https://nypost.com/2022/08/23/women-are-more-likely-to-cheat-than-men-heres-why/
This article dispels the notion that men are the hornier sex. Woman's libido are equal or greater than
men.
I believe this to be true, because evolutionarily, women wouldn't want to have babies if the sex itself
wasn't stimulating. All our female ancestors that didn't have a strong libido probably didn't have
many kids, because child birth was risky and painful. All our females ancestors that did have kids,
probably felt the pain was worth it because the sex felt so good.
It's not politically correct to say this, but dick game is very important. This is another reason why
men don't like women with high body counts. Because their dick game will be compared to the dick
game of other men!
EDIT: If anyone doubts that women have higher libido than men, our good friend /u/catniagara made
a compelling argument as to why woman are sexually superior to men:
Given the average time most people spend having sex is around 5.4 minutes (the poor souls)
and it takes the average man 30+ minutes to get his dick back up, we can have sex with 5-6
men, on average, in the time it takes the first one to run his flag back up the pole.
Men can orgasm once every half hour to an hour. Women can orgasm 20+ times in the same
time frame. Not that most men know that. Their poor spouses.
Men fall into a lame sex coma while womens stamina only increases after sex, so much so
that some Asian cultures believe that women actually steal mens life force during sex…
Where men have the more active role. Because they’re thrusting.
Also also, women reach our hormonal sexual peak later than men, in our thirties as opposed
to mens twenties. And mens ability to maintain or start up an erection decreases over time,
whereas women don’t typically show a noticeable lack of lubrication until our fifties or so,
usually around menopause. The skin inside the vagina doesn’t thin out until our mid or late
sixties.
In terms of biology, women are sexually superior. Certain men’s desire to prove themselves
“young” and “virile” probably has more to do with their own psychosocial fear of aging
than any biological need.
They don’t typically even desire the women they pursue. They just feel a need to prove to
themselves that they can “get” women. Sometimes it becomes so pathetic that they go after
ridiculously younger women just to convince the world that they can still throw down
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without breaking a hip.
https://www.reddit.com/r/AllPillDebate/comments/wycdqu/comment/ilyht3i/?utm_source=share&ut
m_medium=web2x&context=3
EDIT2: https://www.webmd.com/sex/features/sex-drive-how-do-men-women-compare
The notion that woman have a lower sex drive is outdated. I think most men in relationships know
this to be true. Men and women sex drives are very similar. Women like to under-report their sex
drive, while men like to over report. But when hooked up to a lie detector, men and women report
similar levels of sex drive.
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The truth about female beauty. These guys are absolutely
correct. Discuss.
3 upvotes | August 29, 2022 | by SaltyGeekyLifter | Link | Reddit Link
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=qDtKXvINRAE
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Recurring Spam Post!
3 upvotes | August 28, 2022 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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Is online dating better than meeting someone IRL?
3 upvotes | August 26, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link
Here's my scenerio:
Would you prefer to date a guy you meet daily for like 3 months but his like a 5 in looks, or would
you prefer going online and dating a 6-7?
The reason I'm asking is because of the risks woman have to deal with when meeting new people,
One is relatively safe but the other has some risk, Now to those who have dated online, are online
people you've dated more crazy than IRL guys you've dated?
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Why is it a bad deal?
3 upvotes | August 21, 2022 | by brightglowup | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Why is it a bad deal?" from /r/PurplePillDebate:

When it comes to sex, I usually hear women say the following:
I had sex with Chad, Tyrone, etc... not because I liked them, but because they were an itch
scratcher and they fulfilled a need. No feelings involved, just used for sexual release.
I am making you wait for sex, because I like you a lot. I have more to offer you than just my
body and I respect you more than I did those men I just had sex with.
Why is it a bad deal if women make you wait because they want to give you more than their body?
Posted by theorangesmile | 19 August 2022 | Link
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do you think the current state of mating is due to technology,
cultural conditioning or nature?
3 upvotes | August 21, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/wtzx1t/do_you_think_the_current_state_of_mating_is_due/
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Recurring Spam Post!
3 upvotes | August 21, 2022 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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Recurring Spam Post!
3 upvotes | August 11, 2022 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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Even passing femme transwomen are Chad only in 2022.
Hypergamy is driven by male thirst, not by the female brain
3 upvotes | August 6, 2022 | by alienamongnormies | Link | Reddit Link
I prefer attractive ciswomen but I think some passing femme transwomen/CDs are hot and personally
I'd rather get with an attractive transwoman/CD than an ugly and/or obese ciswoman. I had the
Monkeypox vaccine a week and a half ago because I had been talking with a number of
transwomen/CDs and figured it was only a matter of time until I hooked up with one. But even they
are Chad only in 2022. Or at least its the passing femme ones.
It's only the ugly non-passing transwomen/CDs who are DTF. I've had lots of offers from the ugly
masc ones. They chase me. lmfao. But notice how they only ever call men who approach femme
passing transwomen "chasers". They never call the ugly transwomen who chase men "chasers."
And I am not an incel. Nor am I a bad looking guy. I've been with 9 ciswomen sexually (and that
doesn't include the 14 hookers I've been with) but hooking up and dating is a numbers game. I had to
approach a lot of women online in order to get with those 9 women. Though some of those 9 women
approached me first online.
I have a nice face. I'm 15.4% body fat, 42.1% muscle mass, 59.9% water weight with a 23.1 BMI,
82.8cm (32.6") waist. I lift and work on my core muscles and glutes 3-4x a week, I do cardio 3-4x a
week. I can fit comfortably into size 30 skinny fuckboy jeans. But it's not good enough for these
women. Even the good looking transwomen.
Granted I'm a manlet (5'6") but still. I'm taller than the average woman (5'4") and even the short
passing transwomen (5'5", 5'6") around my height or a little shorter are rejecting me. The 5'5"
transwoman who didn't reply to me mentioned on her profile that she wants a tall man. And the 5'6"
one says that she loves tall white boys.
So even transwomen/CDs want tall men even though they don't have female brains. So don't give me
this psychoevolutionary bullshit because it doesn't apply to transwomen/CDs. They are men on
estrogen or in a dress with makeup. The preference for tall men, especially tall white men, is cultural.
Yet we are gaslit into believing that estrogenic skinny fat and fat redditors who are 5'9", live a
sedentary lifestyle and are 20%, 25%, even 30% body fat are not incel and able to get gfs without
being human ATMs in 2022. We are gaslit into believing that it's just our attitude and not looks or
height.
Meanwhile when I was on Grindr looking for transwomen specifically, I got hit on a ton by gay/bi
men and asked for sex constantly by them. While the passing femme transwomen either ignored my
messages or messaged and flirted with me for awhile and eventually ghosted me. The furthest I've
gone with a transwoman was when she asked me to show her a shirtless pic. And she said that I was
hot. But she ghosted me the next day and then never replied to me again when I tried following up a
week later. She was tall so that might have had something to do with it. And there was this 5'7" CD
who flirted with me and wanted to see my dick. So I sent her a dick pic and she sent me sexy pics of
her back. But then she stopped replying to me after awhile.
You know why it's much easier to get laid with gay/bi men than transwomen? Because its a level
playing field. You are part of the same pool of gay/bi men.
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Whereas the number of men who are interested in having sex with passing femme transwomen is
larger than the pool of passing femme transwomen. So the passing femme transwomen are almost as
if not as picky as ciswomen.
The exception to the rule is if you are an ugly top then it's going to be hard for you to attract bottoms.
Whereas if you are an ugly bottom bi/gay man, it's impossible to be incel unless you are a
standardscel or are unwilling to improve your looks.
I don't give a shit if anyone wants to call me a faggot or whatever. Don't yuck my yum. I don't care
about labels. But for people who say that men go trans because they can't get ciswomen, THINK
AGAIN! Because passing femme transwomen are almost as picky if not just as picky as ciswomen.
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Did successive waves of feminist ideals primarily benefit the top
10% of women at the expense of others?
3 upvotes | August 6, 2022 | by TriggurWarning | Link | Reddit Link
By top 10%, I mean the top 10% of intellectually gifted women who were being artificially held back
from producing large economic value in society.
I therefore introduce the concept of assortative mating.
Assortative mating is the process by which people of similar backgrounds, such as
educational attainment or financial means, select a partner. Over the past half-century, there
has been an increase in positive assortative mating within the marriage market.
In the past many of these women, denied opportunity, were forced to hitch their wagon to a man for
success, and used their intellectual capacity to help advance his career (leading to the old saying:
'behind every great man is a great woman'). But in more recent generations, we've seen a dramatic
increase in assortative mating at the top end, which has resulted in more high IQ men and women
pairing up and combining their economic capacities.
The obvious result of this is doubly beneficial to the top women in particular, because not only are
they earning dramatically more than the median, but they're doubling up (or more) by matching with
a equal or higher earning male. It's not hard to imagine why this phenomena is exacerbating income
inequality, as these relatively new 'super couples' (often choosing not to pursue having children at all
or only limiting it to 1 after building a career) grow their wealth early and dramatically, buying up
valuable assets like housing that average or median couples need (but increasingly can't afford) to
build a family, and passing it on to fewer kids once they die.
These couples are in essence gaming the system as the birthrate continues to fall and normal women
are left wondering 'where all the good men are' and why life seems so hard. While men do have a
general willingness to 'date down' that inherently reduces inequality that is obviously not a static
tendency, and the prospect of doubling a high income is still economically enticing. How much
women make and how smart they are does matter to the top producing men of society, it's just that it
matters less than women think it does from their perspective.
It is for this reason, I believe it would be wise for society to economically tax these couples to a
larger degree than would otherwise be the case if they had 3 or more children, because they're
disproportionately driving up the cost of living through asset price inflation. It's not all about the
billionaires reaping untaxed capital gains (though that's certainly a concern too).
This money should be allocated to subsidize home loans for the bottom 80-90% of society on a
sliding scale designed to facilitate family formation and higher birth rates. Owning multiple
properties under 5000 square feet should be regulated as well, to further disincentive rich childless
couples from buying up all the necessary assets for life.
I believe this phenomena explains the paradox of declining female happiness better than most. Most
women just want a normal life, they aren't super-women that want to compete against other top men,
but increasingly they are denied this for largely economic reasons. The other side of the equation is
that since female empowerment in the labor market, median male wages have remained stagnant
despite rising productivity (reducing the attractiveness of settling). Instead, normal women are now
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relegated to wage slavery out of necessity that's arguably not beneficial to their long term happiness.
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Warren Buffet: "Most women do. You're not unusual."
3 upvotes | August 5, 2022 | by TriggurWarning | Link | Reddit Link
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Share your opinion or thought!
3 upvotes | August 3, 2022 | by Glad-Discount-4761 | Link | Reddit Link
This may sound silly.
But I want to ask after reading any pill do you guys have any belief or opinion which is actually
controversial?Share it.
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Sack question
3 upvotes | August 2, 2022 | by gilamonster69 | Link | Reddit Link
Does icing your scrotum and exposing it to red light really increases testosterone?
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Online Dating is so rigged against men in 2022 that I am
contemplating gaymaxxing. The asking price for women is too
high. There are lots of conventionally attractive gay/bi guys out
there who have hit me up on Grindr.
2 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by alienamongnormies | Link | Reddit Link
I'm a fit dude with a handsome face. Six-pack abs. I'm in the gym regularly lifting. I've put on some
muscle recently and I'm in the process of bulking more. Though I am 5'6" (height failo) 135 lbs (size
failo. I was 127-128 lbs in late September though). I look young for my age (late 30s). I hooked up
with 3 women within the span of a couple months. But you have any idea how much effort I had to
put in to get there? 1 of those 3 women were trans, another was a CD. The last one was cis. Even
passing transwomen/CDs have sky-high standards now. The vast majority of them don't reply to my
messages.
Meanwhile I have pretty bottoms/vers bottom men on Grindr begging to suck my dick and fuck them
up the ass. Chasing me. Even though they know I'm "straight" as I'm only on there to meet transgirls.
Women have over-inflated egos because of all the simps sliding in their DMs. Male thirst is far
stronger than female thirst overall. Women only thirst for Chad and beta bux. And I'm too short and
too scrawny to be a full Chad. But I'd still consider myself a Manlet Chad or at least a Manlet
Chadlite. I shouldn't be starving out on these streets. All the fat, obese, skinnyfat reddit soyboys who
claim to be getting laid without betabuxxing are liars. Reddit is full of incels in denial. I tried posting
this on an online dating sub and it got auto-deleted by the auto-mod even though my comments aren't
banned there. They must have shadow banned my posts.
But on Grindr, pretty boy twinks like me are chased after relentlessly even though I'm a top boy. I am
too pretty for prison. If I was a bottom, have mercy on me. I even got hit on by a dude from my gym
on Grindr who recognized me IRL. When I put in work at the gym, it's mostly men who notice and
compliment me. Not women. Women just sit on their ass and eat bon bons and don't put in work to
improve themselves because thirsty ass simps slide in their DMs anyways. It's almost all men at my
gym putting in work. Very few women. And men appreciate seeing other men work hard in the gym
and with diet. At this point, I'm thinking about switching teams, fuck it. This is bullshit.
Even transwomen, they hook up with me a couple and few times. And then I guess they get bored
when the shiny new toy factor wears off and then slow fade and ghost me. It sucks. Because of all the
Chads and sugar daddies sliding in their DMs. All these unlimited options with online dating. They
treat us as disposable JPEGs. I actually caught feelings for a transwoman on HRT back in September
that messaged me on Grindr, we met up the same night and hooked up. She wanted to be ongoing
FWBs. She was all over me in the beginning. Telling me that I was hot, sexy, cute. Worshipping me.
She made me feel like a Chad. And then we hooked up 4 more times after that.
She creeped my profile a few days ago on Grindr, two weeks after I last tried to reach out to her and
left me on read on Whatsapp. Not sure what that was about. And I noticed on the day she last left me
on read, she posted a cryptic post on IG with a hashtag of #hopelessromantic. I don't know if she
posted that before or after I hit her up that day. But it was on the same day. Don't know why she
doesn't block me and she creeps my profile when she ghosted me. That was the first time I sucked a
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dick ffs. That's like a woman blowing Chad and then getting ghosted. That's how I feel. I liked her
but I guess I was nothing to her.
Just another cock in the cock carousel to her. Just a toy that she got bored with. On to the next hot
guy right? Even though she told me verbally that she cared about me. She was texting me every day.
Initiating almost all conversations. She blurred the lines past FWB (which is what she initially
wanted and I did too) into romance. She asked me to take her out to dinner and I agreed. She let me
treat her to things instead of offering to pay. On our third date I actually had an anxiety attack and she
held my hand, kissed and cuddled me. And told me that mental health is important and she was
supportive of the fact that I have an anxiety disorder. She has been candid about mental health issues
of her own and is an advocate for mental health awareness on her IG.
I spent the night with her the third date and kissed and cuddled with her almost all night. I stayed the
night and slept over. She told me that she was mine and that I was hers. I thought she became my
girlfriend ffs. She talked about how romantic that night was. She talked about all the activities she
wanted to do with me in the future. I'm fucking done with this shit. Tired of getting emotions
involved and getting burned. Women are too over-priced by the sexual marketplace.
There's all these hot, pretty men who want me on Grindr. At this point, fuck it, might as well get my
dick sucked by a pretty Asian man at this point. The transgirls who liked me (at least briefly) were
Asian as well. It seems like they slant towards the feminine.
The pretty Asian guys who like me are prettier and more conventionally attractive than a lot of the
women who reject me ffs! Women have their heads inflated by all the male thirst for the feminine out
there.
Pussy is not that amazing. It feels good in the moment and then you pop. And then a day later I forget
what pussy even feels like. I last fucked some pussy (so a ciswoman this time) last Sunday in the
early am and I already forgot what it feels like. What do I got to show for that other than proving to
myself that I'm not an incel and get more pussy than the average incel in denial on inceltear and the
online dating subs? The woman I hooked up with was a bitch too. I didn't like her as a human being.
She was mean to me. Transactional. Demanding, over-bearing, controlling, bossy. She's just a human
fleshlight to me.
She wasn't sweet and loving to me. Yet she had the audacity to tell me I used her for sex. Well guess
what? She used me for money, having me to pay for her shit on dates. She dumped me because I told
her that I didn't like the fact that she had expensive tastes in restaurants and was having me blow all
this money on her tab. I told her that I wanted to go Dutch going forward. She agreed a couple times
and then told me that I gotta start paying for her again or bye bye.
Gay/bi men don't have to pay for each other, they can go dutch. Gay/bi men at least make me feel
appreciated when they flirt with me and chase me. Women think they are hot shit because men are so
thirsty for women in 2022. It's time that we men form a union and stop simping for women. We need
a gay brotherhood or some shit until women lower their demands.
A part of me is still a hopeless romantic. When I hit it off with the Asian transgirl, I thought, "hey
maybe this is the right fit for me because she used to be a man so maybe she understands me." And I
started feeling hope and being romantic and shit. But now I'm just full-on black pill and have lost
hope of finding love again.
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Asperger’s, ADHD, Dyspraxia, should I cease to attempt
finding a relationship?
2 upvotes | November 6, 2022 | by Major_Local_2325 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi,
I’m 24 years old (which feels weird to say, I still feel like my lonely 18 years old self).
Over the years I have attempted to try and form relationships, i.e by joining dating apps, losing
weight, learning “self improvement “.
Despite my attempts, it just doesn’t work, I joined dating sites two years ago and till date haven’t had
a single date or conversation that lasted longer then a week before I got ghosted.
I’m starting to think now that maybe it’s not meant to be. I’m an ethnic person who does not fit in
with his ethnic people, and likewise I do not fit in with my national people either (I have an old
fashioned way of life and beliefs, I spoke to some.
Dude at work who was shocked I don’t even have a social media).
Maybe the world has moved on from my type, I’m not sure exactly what I’m looking for in this post
but I’m guess I’m looking for advice at to whether or not I should accept things and die a single man.
I don’t attempt to find status, I see it as worthless and care more about learning. About religion and
philosophy, the subject of the single man.
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why do men think geomaxxing is a good idea
2 upvotes | October 27, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
it's just betabuxxing on a global scale. fact aside that you're just offloading your sexlessness onto the
next guy who happens to be born in your destination, you're picking up a certain type of woman who
is much more likely than not to be opportunistic and is either willing to bang a complete foreigner (if
she isn't asking for commitment) and therefore probably carrying her own share of vices and STDs or
(if she is) sticking around for your status and resources, both of which are fleeting. if you take her
back to your western home, even worse - she will get citizenship or claim asylum and any trace of the
behavior she used to reel you in will be gone and you're back to square minus-one, poorer than
before.
the majority of women would not touch the majority of men with a 10-foot pole if they didn't expect
to be sprayed with money or get some labor done for them.
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q4w: What satisfaction do women get out of a 2 year + long
term relationships that keep ending?
2 upvotes | October 17, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link
I see nearly every women wants a long term relationship. And, likely, she will be entering into her
3rd, 4th, or 5th "ltr", why doesn't it make sense to women that they have just wasted years of their
lives with nothing to show for it? If a 20 yo has two 5 year "ltr's", she will be 30 by the end of the
secong ltr. And she has nothing to show for it. Or, even worse, she would be raising a child in a
broken home.
Why do women do this? How does it make any sense?
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if men are tired of e-girls getting the money, why aren't they
also whoring out?
2 upvotes | October 17, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
Maybe your onlyfans would be filled with gay guys but eh, most women also endure degen shit
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Let's say you found out your date saw you as below average
before she messaged you. Would you still date her?
2 upvotes | October 14, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
The OkCupid study said women found 80% of men to be 'below average' in terms of attractiveness
but decided to message them anyway.
So let's say for argument's sake you found out via telepathy that she found you less attractive than the
average man but decided to message you anyway.
Would you continue to date her?
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which pill do you think would be the worst for society as a
whole if everyone believed it?
2 upvotes | October 11, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/y1e62v/which_pill_do_you_think_would_be_the_worst_for/
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wrong genderpill
2 upvotes | October 11, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
i have a face that would fit a man better, i have squarer jaw than most males and some facial hair
i would be a chad if i was a guy, robbed.
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Forgiveness
2 upvotes | September 27, 2022 | by Few-Count969 | Link | Reddit Link
https://v.redd.it/itxbgsr8mbq91
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Why are women so angry these days?
2 upvotes | September 26, 2022 | by DazedAndLazed | Link | Reddit Link
Why are they so hateful towards men? I don’t understand.
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don’t understand
2 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by powerfulchris07 | Link | Reddit Link
I have no idea what any of this red blue purple black pill stuff is but what do any of them mean cause
I’ve only heard red what do they mean
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why is the paranoia of ''settling'' or ''cucking'' so prominent in
women when men cheat more?
2 upvotes | September 20, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
pretty much every country's stat is like this
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Recurring Spam Post!
2 upvotes | September 18, 2022 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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Black pillers unironically know more about female nature that
red pillers
2 upvotes | September 15, 2022 | by WisdomGains | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/xerzku/black_pillers_unironically_know_more_about_female/
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Black pill is location dependent
2 upvotes | September 13, 2022 | by WisdomGains | Link | Reddit Link
I feel like black pill only applies in first world countries and among middle class and above people . I
migrated from Nigeria to the US and it’s apparent that women especially young ones value looks a lot
over most things. In Nigeria you could be good looking and get no pussy if you’re poor or have
trashy social status. But in my college in the US , I see chads who dress poor or have no car get high
quality girls all the time
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My Folk Theory on Hook Up Culture
2 upvotes | September 13, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link
I look at hook up culture as a small business trend and capitalizing on the failing business of romance
( which isn't romance culture's fault but the poor conditions it's forced to exist in). Hook up culture is
selling people the ideology of having sex without relationships in youth because they are too
immature and dating serious when they mature up. It makes claims of why people should buy this
product in this case it says stuff like people need variety before settling and the only way is to fuck as
many people as you can or that people are too immature but human nature, or it's a sign of freedom
for women( they did same thing with cigerates and alcohol). Hook up culture isn't just casual sex but
it's a specific model of how relationship form. Sure I don't have problem with consumers consuming
their product especially if the product doesn't cause harm in of itself. But I am curious about the
product it's trying to sell and the conditions which allowed the sales of this product to increase. I am
not going to argue against the claims in depth made by hook up culture and it's defenders but I want
to explore the market conditions which sort of made business bad for romance which led to the rise of
the popularity of hook up culture. So here is my folk theory about hook up culture I am not saying it's
necessarily true but it's seems like it could be The problem I see is that hook up culture is a monopoly
that became dominant in modern society. The social and economic conditions that gave rise to it's
hegemony are factors such as commodification of sex through porn, prostitution, and sexual
advertising, commodification of romance being dependent on stable on careers, busier working hours,
alienation and isolation through competition and social oppression such as racism, embodiment of
consumerist mindset of green is always greener, toxic relationships due to toxic masculinity,
pesemismistic mindset, and constant relocation for job opportunities. I have done researching and
found out yes hook up culture doesn't have any negative or strong negative affects on individual but it
doesn't have a lasting positive impact and won't resolve deep psychological problems nor will it give
you the same benefits as healthy relationship
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5731847/
https://healthcare.utah.edu/healthfeed/postings/2017/02/relationships.php
So my solution is to change the current economic and social conditions: to decomodify sex and
romance, decrease working hours, create more social environment and encourage cooperation
amongst each other, challenge the consumer mindset like how Dr. K does in his latest video on love
in which he talks about focus on building happiness not looking for it in others he explains this better
than me, teach healthy relationship skills and emotional regulation skills, encourage emotional
expression in men, challenge pesemismistic mindset and foster a proactive optimistic mindset, create
stable jobs for people. So I don't think slut shaming and double standard are the only thing will
reduce casuals sex instead I think these new conditions will be more effective because people are
willing to forgo casual sex for romance. In these conditions romance will become more wide spread
and frequent thus outcompeting hook up culture and it's ideology that it tries to sell people. I get this
is idealistic but but just for thought experiment I think romantics will win in this scenerio.
One last thing you noticed how people make fun of the past in this case the puritian culture. Anyone
who critiques hook up culture in a meaningful way is called a puritian and they point out how bad
things were. Don't get me wrong things were bad back then abortion was criminalized and women
were slut shamed. But also have you noticed that companies mock the past. Like how apples mocked
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ibm and black berry to make their products look superior and more desirable. Just something to think
about. Stay curious
I apologize if I made people who participate in hook up culture uncomfortable or if I came off as slut
shaming. My intention is not to shame people who participate in this culture but rather ask all of us to
actually examine this phenomena in a deeper way. This is all just my theory a game theory.
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What actually do they mean by patriachical and toxic
masculinity
2 upvotes | September 12, 2022 | by gilamonster69 | Link | Reddit Link
I don’t understand what these libtards mean by patriachical and toxic masculinity. Can anyone help
me decode these terms?
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Recurring Spam Post!
2 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
This is the recurring thread where you can comment on things even outside the main Topics of APD.
Have fun and lets roll!
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Women and Children first?
2 upvotes | September 2, 2022 | by allahrubarakh | Link | Reddit Link
If there’s anymore evidence that men and women are not the same, it is reflected in the title. Another
old saying that, I believe that should be applied to women and effeminate men is, “children should be
seen but not heard”.
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From a utilitarian perspective, is polygamy the best option as a
dating structure?
2 upvotes | September 1, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
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for short guys
2 upvotes | August 22, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
Shoe padding can be pretty believable as long as you don't overdo it
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Who has the lowest SMV? South Indian men or SEA men?
2 upvotes | August 22, 2022 | by Habil13 | Link | Reddit Link
I’m not talking about in their respective countries, but the west. It’s been statistically proven that
these two groups are the least desired, but which one takes the cake?
I imagine South Indians have bigger opportunities to date within their race since Indian women are
less JBW-maxxed than SEA women, but by the masses they are seen as less desirable.
I don’t really have an answer to my question so I was wondering if the people of r/Allpilldebate did.
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Moving to a different country for women and a better/cheaper
life. What are your thoughts?
2 upvotes | August 21, 2022 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link
Whenever you ask this question on purplepilldebate, you get swarms of women coming in to say
"they want you for your green card, they want you for your money, they don't really love you". The
women on purplepilldebate mock and belittle the men who struggle with dating, but then when these
men try to change their situation, the women start shaming them for it.
Anyway maybe opinion here is different and discussion can be more mature. What do you think
about a man moving to a different country to find women and live a better or cheaper life?
Specifically a western man moving to a 3rd world country.
I guess it depends on his ethnicity. Maybe you will do a lot better with women if you are white.
Maybe some countries are better than others. Maybe it's different if you're just looking to casually
date and have casual sex, rather than finding a wife.
What do you think?
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Tinder gender ratio
2 upvotes | August 17, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.businessofapps.com/data/tinder-statistics/
Stats say tinder users are about %75 male, i find this important to point out because common idea on
internet is that tinder represents the average woman, even though by these stats, most women aren't
actually using tinder
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how different would you be if you took the opposite of your
pill?
2 upvotes | August 12, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/wmze8a/how_different_would_you_be_if_you_took_the/
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What you guys think about jordan Peterson
2 upvotes | August 12, 2022 | by Search-United | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/wmdbej/what_you_guys_think_about_jordan_peterson/
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Learning from birds
2 upvotes | August 11, 2022 | by ManWazo | Link | Reddit Link
For most birds, the male is wearing colorful colors. He has to sing and/or dance to attract a lady and
mate. He his to work his ass off to get noticed. The lady is usually just brown and does nothing fancy
but wait.
The problem in human dating is that we swapped the role. We expect the women to look pretty, wear
pretty clothes, paint their nails, dance and sing while the men just wears a brown tshirt and an
unshaved beard. While this is the total opposite to birds, we dtill expect like birds that men will make
the first move. Basically, this means we have to rely solely on genetics. This role swap is the main
reason why dating sucks as humans.
The solution, for men, is to act like birds. Dye your hair, learn to play music or to dance, use makeup,
buy pretty clothes, etc. If you do that, you'll go from the 80% unnoticed to the 20% noticed. Acting
like birds is the easiest way to escape dating hell
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to what extent is the mainstream pilled in which color?
2 upvotes | August 8, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
/r/AllPillDebate/comments/wjgpb6/to_what_extent_is_the_mainstream_pilled_in_which/
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Take the Beepill:
2 upvotes | July 30, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
https://v.redd.it/o1tgeuz2hqe91
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Totally not hate speech...
2 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.reddit.com/gallery/wayl5l
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Is there any hope for me?
1 upvotes | November 8, 2022 | by Major_Local_2325 | Link | Reddit Link
You might be able to see from my post history but I have a myriad of social problems. For context, I
am a mid 20's, ex muslim dude who grew up in an ethnic enclave in a western city. Most of the
people I grew up with have their own distinct urban culture, like UK rap/hip-hop and are generally
dating and sleeping around, barring some. It's basically a very cool and hip scene, whilst also sharing
similar religious and cultural background, both of which I am unable to relate to now.
Unfortunately I do not share many of these interests, I was always focused on political events,
religion, sociology etc when I was younger, which wasn't the focal point for any person my age, and
till this day I struggle to find people my age who care (it's kinda telling when you look at religious
and philosophical apologists on youtube and what not).
I was an outcast, I remember girls didn't want to sit next to me in class lol, girls called me boring (I
was very reserved and I had a reputation for being 'violent', I didn't like conflict as I was easy to
trigger and triggering meant violence, although I never started violence, when I got triggered the
emotions were too intense and thats why I acted how I did.
It's not just bad with women, two people I call closest friends, aren't really too close to me either, just
by association and the occasional text messages, they have their own interests (i.e. uk rap, and
football), which I once again do not share.
I once tried to create an instagram, and tried to follow two people I knew, both of them ignored my
requests, and knowing how frequently they are on their phones, I waited like 2 days before I was
embarrased and took the whole thing down. I had numerous instagrams, because I heard that it was a
good way to meet girls, and make yourself known. Unfortunately no one wanted to follow me, and I
have never been asked in person by work colleagues or others to give my instagram.
Same thing for dating apps, was on it for 2 years and not a single date, most success I had was talking
to a girl for 5 days before it all went haywire. Bearing in mind this was when I became leaner, hit the
gym and was generally trying to self improve. Tinder and Bumble, Christian dating apps are
incredibly depressing for me.
I work nightshifts, it's a dead end job with no career progression, around 70-75% of the dudes I work
with are single, many a drunkards and even weed smokers at 50. I have never touched the stuff (too
cowardly to do so, also I cope by thinking I have an intelligent brain and don't want weed to destroy
my braincells, even though I am literally pushing pallets allday lol)




I usually wear a mask, in hope of finding acceptance of validation and acceptance, I'm a good boy to
my parents, I dont interfer in the affairs of my household, I don't put people into uncomfortable
positions to get my own way (i.e. with my boss for exampe).
Seeing how this mask has failed me, I am considering taking it off now, although I know that taking
it off will make me more confrontational, becoming confrontational will further isolate me from
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people (considering I have no one who I can relate to lol). I could possibly cope by trying to be my
authentic self and see if that attracts people to me.

There's a nuclear option of getting married back home (arranged). The issue with this is I do not share
any commonality with religion or culture with ethnic people, and the women in my culture tend to be
very strong willed which is highly problematic for me (I have been described as low energy, passive,
non dominant etc, which would be absolute hell for me.

What do you guys reckon? Looking for perspective...
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q4w: is it your fault you chose men that didnt want to marry
you or is it your fault bc you arent marriage material?
1 upvotes | October 31, 2022 | by aytubdotcom | Link | Reddit Link
Are choosing the wrong men and complaining? Or are you just not worth being committed to?
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This story tells you everything you need to know: 'Sperm
Donor' Families: 45 Children And Counting
1 upvotes | October 29, 2022 | by Silly_Tour2450 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.npr.org/2018/10/14/657238859/sperm-donor-families-45-children-and-counting
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Are high body counts impressive?
1 upvotes | October 24, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link
I'll post something later about this idea I've been sitting on. I just wanted some consensus first.
View Poll
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What’s the realistic chance an average guy can get a hot girl
1 upvotes | October 24, 2022 | by SolidPuzzleheaded984 | Link | Reddit Link
In todays dating market, what is the chance of an average guy getting a woman out of his league?
Because of dating apps and social media. The bar is set super high.
Also what are some remedies for average guys.
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since there's a lot of talk about high n counts here
1 upvotes | October 23, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
what about the reverse, if a woman was a virgin at age 25 or even age 30 to 40, would you consider
this a good thing or a red flag?
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dysmorphiapill
1 upvotes | October 21, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
i personally care more about looking cute than getting a partner
but because i have a low neoteny and masculinized face, it's over, i might get a partner but my
complex will never be solved, makeup is cope and doesn't work
should i art copemaxx harder to not care about this?
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if you had the opportunity to be over 8 feet tall with a 20-inch
erect penis, and be 441 of pure lean muscle (no health
consequences) while still having superhuman speed and
athleticism but could never have any sexual or romantic
relationships with women ever! would you take it?
1 upvotes | October 16, 2022 | by gastongang | Link | Reddit Link
also with a gigachad face
for me, the answer is obviously yes but I want to get the opinion of all pill debates resident lunatics
for those of you said who said yes would your answer change if I told you that you could also not
have any platonic interpersonal relationships with any humans as well, that includes your friends and
family
(so basically this a two-parter, one no romance, and one no romance, no friends, and no family)
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do any of the users have incels is or looksmaxx org accounts?
1 upvotes | October 13, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
just curious.
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Is a man transitioning into a woman a viable option to become
more attractive to women?
1 upvotes | October 13, 2022 | by LuciaFromGTA | Link | Reddit Link
Anecdotally, I have met many men who transitioned into women who regularly date women while
they struggled to do so before transitioning. I truly think that men will have better odds at attracting
women if they themselves transition into women. What do you think?
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Are humans the pickiest animals in mating?
1 upvotes | October 13, 2022 | by LuciaFromGTA | Link | Reddit Link
Discuss
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"You're wrong about divorcee women Mahdi"... HEATED
debate
1 upvotes | October 10, 2022 | by Positive-Tap2624 | Link | Reddit Link
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=f82SQdQ6wcA
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Can an autistic non-incel blackpiller that’s nearly an adult get
laid on Tinder and have casual hookups?
1 upvotes | October 9, 2022 | by autisticmanospherian | Link | Reddit Link
https://imgur.com/a/nYyEgKf
I’ve been thinking about it because this inceldom site says you can get laid if you’re in the 20% of
men and that sex is more important than relationships, and that most women would want to sleep
with misogynistic men, I am buff and have autism and 17 and I’m in the 20% of men but unable to
form long term relationships with women because of autism and I’m attractive, so I believe in the
black pill now.
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Proof that women don't date older men, no such thing as gold
diggers anymore!
1 upvotes | October 9, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.insider.com/dating-website-seeking-successful-men-travel-luxury-vacation-2022-10
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what i ve been trying to say here
1 upvotes | October 1, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "The only "80/20 rule" on dating apps is that 80/20 is literally the male-to-female user ratio on them"
from /r/PurplePillDebate:

As of 2022, Tinder is 78% male and 22% female in the US:
https://datingzest.com/tinder-statistics/
As of 2021, Bumble is almost 70% male and barely 30% female in the US:
https://www.statista.com/statistics/975984/us-bumble-user-ratio-gender/
In Europe, men outnumber women on Tinder by 9-to-1, while Bumble is roughly 80% male and 20%
female:
https://www.netimperative.com/2019/04/05/online-dating-trends-men-outnumber-women-on-ti
nder-by-9-to-1-while-grinder-wins-for-age-diversity/
In my opinion, the rise in incel discourse revolving around dating is simply down to very few women
actually using dating apps. Millions of men piled into the world's biggest sausage fest on the promise
of low-cost, low effort casual sex with conventionally attractive women, women themselves didn't
follow, and now they don't know how to cope. They don't want to admit they've been manipulated,
humiliated and used by a handful of rich men to be bled out via never ending Premium purchases and
fake matches with bots to keep them going, so they turn to conspiracy theories. From "there's a
handful of Chris Hemsworths and Brad Pitts quietly going around hoarding all the women in Middle
Eastern style harems!" to "women these days won't even look at a man unless he's 6'2, has a six-pack,
hulking arms, a six-figure income and a Bugatti!", it's all designed to shift the reality of their own
manipulation onto some external reason.
What do you think about this?
Posted by jj24pie | 27 September 2022 | Link
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how are so many indian men incel?
1 upvotes | October 1, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
i looked at marriage stats and found out that indian men marrying or dating out was higher than
indian women
is it mostly that ''currycels'' just white worship?
actually according to stats only east asian should be disadvantaged based on race only
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Why are male feminist spaces more racist than anti-feminist
spaces?
1 upvotes | September 17, 2022 | by MatteoVietnamMash | Link | Reddit Link
I am 17, half-Mexican, and have autism, I have slightly slanted eyes, a beard, mustache, and brownlooking hair, everyone in my family says I look more Mexican than white but everyone online who is
ignorant and doesn’t know I’m half-Mexican, says I look white when it’s only my race, not my
appearance, to make it even worse, I have autism, and mostly people from white cultures are
diagnosed with autism.
Sometimes I feel uncomfortable even around other white people, even Mormon ones, I don’t look
white and I’m slightly buff and have been working out for 18 days, which is four weeks and four
days, and I’ve eaten more healthier, I grew up Mormon too and noticed that fully white people in
Mormon culture look down upon you if you don’t look white or are a biracial white.
I want to start learning Vietnamese because of the music and maybe move to Vietnam one day and
try and find someone who is Vietnamese as my partner, I would try and find a Mexican partner but
the problem is that I’m not interested in Mexican culture and I feel Vietnamese people are probably a
lot more accepting of my appearance than Mexican people are, what do you all think? I honestly
think all the male feminist subreddits are more racist.
I once went to r/exredpill and r/menslib and they told me that my post was off-topic when it wasn’t
and deleted it because they didn’t want to discuss any race-related issues related to men with autism,
but I felt it was important because a lot of Hispanic men with autism are left with zero support and
socially isolated because of their appearance and gaslighted by feminists, and most of them tend to be
biracial whites who visit their families in Mexico.
I honestly think the pro-male feminist subreddits made me way more uncomfortable as an autistic
male who is half-Mexican and that they tend to be way more racist, I think anti-feminists are way
more diverse than pro-feminist spaces, it really sucks.
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Do you believe ex-Incels can reform themselves?
1 upvotes | September 15, 2022 | by MatteoVietnamBuff | Link | Reddit Link
I am 17, half-Hispanic, and have autism, I’m no longer an incel but I used to believe what they said
about women before I worked out nearly everyday and became slightly buff and healthy, eating
healthy foods, and planning to learn Vietnamese, learn Judo, and move to Vietnam, I do not want to
move to Vietnam because I want a partner, it’s mainly for the cheap living and low taxes, but it is one
of my goals.
I was a full-blown incel when I was 16, before I worked out and went to the gym, I had police
officers talk to me and visit me and I had to deal with bullying online for my actions and comments,
and threats online, it honestly felt like being a neo-nazi, white supremacist, or alt-right, that’s how
terrible it was.
I don’t identify as an involuntary celibate anymore, instead I’m neutral and purple pilled and still
trying to recover from the damage it brought me and I go to therapy sometimes too but not all the
time, but I wish I had more therapy to cope with my dark and extremist past when I was 16, I view
women as human more nowadays and try to treat them with respect and I’m detoxing from
pornography and doing low-fap mainly because I have no time for masturbating to erotic art, and I
have better things to do in life, so what do you guys think? Is having a history of inceldom something
to be ashamed of? And is it possible to recover from it?
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Girls, How do you SHOW that your current SO is more special
than your last?
1 upvotes | September 14, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link
I'm curious as to what do you do to show your current boyfriend that he is more special than your last
boyfriend. I know that some guys show their current gf that they are special by DOING DIFFERENT
things with their current gf than with their last gf.
So, i'm curious to hear what the women in this subreddit do to SHOW their current bf that they are
actually more special than the last bf.
Thank you.
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What are the main reasons driving women to become more
masculine over the years? Is it something they want, or a result
of societal/media pressure?
1 upvotes | September 8, 2022 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link
This is referring to western culture, such as in USA, UK, Canada, Australia, Scandinavia, these
countries. It might be different in other cultures around the world.
I'm sure you have all noticed women these days act very masculine and manly. This include things
like:
- being loud/confrontational/non-agreeable (traits you would more likely associate with a man)
- being career-driven and ultra competitive (again, traits that are associated with a man)
- drinking large quantities of alcohol, the level of alcohol even most grown men would struggle to
drink
- eating large quantities of food, more than the level of food that is recommended for a grown man
(2500kcal a day is recommended for an average man)
- having large amounts of sex with many partners, often casual indiscriminate sex, engaging in bdsm,
rough sex
- getting tattoos and piercings, which makes them look more manly
- increased participation in traditionally male activities, like lifting heavy weights, putting on lots of
muscle, taking steroids which turn them more into a man

At the same time, they want to shirk their female responsibilities, like being mothers (many want to
be child free) or being good mothers (many women still having sex with chads and going out partying
even though they have a young kid to look after). Not wanting to do household chores, not wanting to
cook, and so on.

So what do you think? What is driving this push for women to become more like men? Is it pressure
from society and media, or do women enjoy being like men as much as possible?

(Btw I've tried asking this question in PPD, but it always gets people butthurt in that subreddit,
because they start asking you to define what masculine is, then when you give some examples, they
say "that's not masculine!!!" when it clearly is. Then it descends into this autistic discussion of
defining terms and no one can agree on anything. So I've come to this subreddit instead where the
discussion is more level headed and normal)
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girls who don't fall under mainstream
1 upvotes | September 8, 2022 | by riverden | Link | Reddit Link
Has anyone dating girls who weren't mainstream and seemed like they grew up under a rock or like
they were from a different planet. If so what was your experience like with them and how did you
meet them? I don't mean nlogs I think they are mainstream as well
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Q4W: Which one of these penises would you prefer on your
sexual partner(s)?
1 upvotes | September 6, 2022 | by HighValueMoidxD | Link | Reddit Link
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a9/2004_Icelandic_handball_team%27s_penis_s
culptures.jpg
Safe link to click, there are some metal casts of the penis of each player in the handball team of
Iceland.
(Full article https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icelandic_Phallological_Museum)
So if you could choose one of them and swap in onto your partner, in flesh and blood obviously,
which one would you choose and why?
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How can men "explore" their sexuality?
1 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link
We often hear in this day and age women talking about "exploring their sexuality", "discovering
themselves", "learning things about themselves", phrases like that. And for the most part, they are
able to do this these days, at least in the west (not sure about in other countries).
However, what about for men? Are they able to explore their sexuality and if so, how? We are living
in the age of equality between the sexes, so I assume they can somehow.
Wasn't sure what flair to use so I used the free for all discussion flair.
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why do you girls feel the need of getting long nails(that show
aggressiveness), long eyelashes and strong make up ( that show
competitiveness ), when men aren't attracted to those masculine
traits? ( Yeah, because you love attention )
1 upvotes | August 29, 2022 | by you-arent-reading-it | Link | Reddit Link
https://youtube.com/shorts/npqUUQX8ej8?feature=share
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Do Men Need (or believe in) Love more than Women?
1 upvotes | August 28, 2022 | by hdksndiisn | Link | Reddit Link
Replies in a recent post on r/askfeminism has led me to believe not only do women not desire
relationships with men, but they don’t believe in love anymore. In fact most replies imply that
women detest love from men as it leads to the imprisonment of childbirth. They believe men provide
nothing [within relationships] and are only an increased burden.
I think Men believe in, and desire, to love and be loved.
Is this difference in perception (one desiring a family while the other being raised in a feminist
culture to believe having a family is a patriarchal burden forced upon women by man’s evil penis
the reason dating is so shitty for men now? Because men are the only ones that want to date?

)

If women as a whole are rejecting men (as an idea, even) before they even attempt to woo a woman,
what should young men be taught now?
Something like “women aren’t your enemy, but they see you as one. Or as a means for extracting
money, a cog in the commodified sex machine who will pay for a vial of their bathwater. Let women
pursue you. Otherwise, seek prostitutes and God to satisfy your carnal drives. Love is a fantasy taught
to the poor to give them reason to settle into their mediocre lives and procreate. Save your seed for a
suitable carrier - see women as no more than that, potential genetic combinatrixes whom you may use
as surrogates with the money you earn as a result of avoiding belief in love…”? I mean not really
that, but is this world so bleak now that young folks don’t believe there is value in love and
procreation?
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The most important maxxing for a sub5 guy is not
looksmaxxing. Incels/blackpillers GTFIH!
1 upvotes | August 26, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link
Just be first theory requires the most important maxxing of all, PropinquityMaxxing.
It seems like there is very little to no ways of interacting with woman in general daily life which
could prosper the propinquity required for a relationship, like that what we see in the older
generations, to form.
Ever heard incel talk about college or high-school love? that's literally one of the few easy ways to
develop a relationship, because of PROPINQUITY.

Because most of our interactions are becoming online, looks becomes this factor that's blown way out
of proportion because online interactions don't give the required propinquity.
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I feel like r/purplepilldebate is biased and boring
1 upvotes | August 23, 2022 | by Trishlikefish2 | Link | Reddit Link
They always leave up posts that are real random and have no substance but as soon as there is a post
that is a tiny bit too feminist they will take it down. Most of the posts on there are guys complaining
about the dating scene and mods always take down any interesting posts that pop up.
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The majority of men are attracted to minors
1 upvotes | August 23, 2022 | by Trishlikefish2 | Link | Reddit Link
What traits do men find attractive:
-Very slim
-Hairless pussy
-Perfect skin
-Small nose and big eyes
-An "innie" pussy with no labia showing
-Short
-Round butt and boobs that have not become susceptible to gravity yet (newly developed)
All these traits are mostly only present in very young girls.
What is some very popular porn genres: teen, extra small, 18 year old, old and young, schoolgirl
What is the most fantasized dress up: schoolgirl (I dont buy into the idea that its to be nostalgic of
first sexual experiences because if this was the case men would be dressing as schoolboys)
There is also plenty of NSFW subs dedicated to underage looking girls with hundreds of thousands
to over a million subs such as r/legalteens r/fauxbait r/barelylegalteens r/barelylegal
r/barelylegalpornstars r/gonewild18 r/18_20 r/18_19 r/18nsfw r/2004Babies r/teenbeauties
These subreddits literally value the youngest possible looking girls and most of them look underage,
and there are millions of men following these pages- its pretty obvious what this suggests.
I found this study on NIH website stating "Overall, these data suggest that men find pubescent girls
identified as being under the age of consent sexually attractive"
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24132774/
What do men report as the most attractive ages in studies: generally 20- and that's the youngest
possible option. And if men are more attracted to younger its a slippery slope from there- I mean
there not much difference in appearance between say a 15 year old and 17 year old.
Young women are also far more likely to get raped.
-Females ages 16-19 are 4 times more likely than the general population to be victims of rape,
attempted rape, or sexual assault.
- Ages 12-34 are the highest risk years for rape and sexual assault.
-Those age 65 and older are 92% less likely than 12-24 year olds to be a victim of rape or sexual
assault, and 83% less likely than 25-49 year olds.
We have also seen throughout history evidence of child brides. And also within Hollywood men
marrying extremely young girls like Elvis and priscilla, Courtney Stodden and Doug Hutchinson, R
Kelly and Aaliyah, Melanie Hamrick and Mick Jagger etc
Thus I believe A LOT of men are attracted to minors under the age of 18. I find this honestly really
concerning when I think of how young and immature school age children are. I think it poses a
significant threat to society and I know that if I had young daughters I would not be letting them
around men alone- and people should be aware that guys are like this. I know that men here think its
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just part of "male nature" to be attracted to really young girls but I believe that inhumane to think of
young girls in this way. I mean would you like your 16 year old daughter having sex with some 30
year old?
Oh and also I find it absolutely laughable that guys claim that women are jealous when they criticize
men for there pedophilic traits, because no, the real way we feel is utter visceral disgust and horror at
the most vile sides of "male nature". You may forget that every women has been young and we have
all experienced the ugly old creeps perving at us, no women wishes to go back to those moments or
have any other young girl experience them.
Edit- I forgot to add mens obsession with purity and n counts, that's another big point.
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Heyyyy it is I, the devil’s advocate
1 upvotes | August 14, 2022 | by catniagara | Link | Reddit Link
IF every cishet relationship involves two people of opposite genders and
IF women get more attention than men on dating sites and
IF the “majority of relationships” are formed on dating sites and
IF the majority of single parent families are female led…
THEN all men would have to do to help each other out is just stop cheating on women.
Cuz hear me out, one woman is only looking for one man so why is she getting messages from a
hundred dudes? They probably correspond with women who aren’t on the site because like the dudes,
they aren’t single but unlike the dudes, they aren’t cheating.
Fite me in the comments.
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So what to do after maxing everything?
1 upvotes | July 31, 2022 | by ResponsibilityKey427 | Link | Reddit Link
So after 6 years of self improvement.
Gym, career, game, etc.
I’m still not getting the women I desire. So what do I do ? Just settle? I’m so torn on what to do.
You hear to maxx everything but it’s done nothing.
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What topics would be banned on PPD that can be discussed
here?
1 upvotes | July 30, 2022 | by hdksndiisn | Link | Reddit Link
Wondering why this sub was made. Other than the fact that even I’ve been banned multiple times on
that sub for absolutely insane asinine reasons, I’m curious why everyone else is here.
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On Ovarit.com, a lot of users acknowledge hypergamy. Why
can't more users here on Reddit acknowledge it?
1 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by Antisocial_Nihilist | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/o1upwm5kmfe91.png
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Let's see what normal men perceive to be the biggest 'woman
repellent'...
0 upvotes | October 30, 2022 | by RedditsOlderBrah | Link | Reddit Link
It's good to get out of your echo chamber and hear about the real world occasionally, so if you're not
the social sort, maybe you should at least subscribe to r/askmen. At 4.5mil subscribers it's a little bit
of a wider sample of men, and you get to see shit like this:
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskMen/comments/ygnj91/in_your_experience_whats_the_biggest_woma
n/
Red pill enthusiasts et al will whinge about physical appearance being the primary barrier to
attractiveness, but as of the time of posting there is no comment about physical appearance in the top
200 'best' posts. Feminist conspiracy? Or do men who are normal just not perceive physical
appearance to be a major barrier? Only your mental gymnastics can tell.
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Why do you women use men?
0 upvotes | October 28, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link
Why do women get married and raise babies with the biological father and desire this plan when I
keep hearing narratives of women fantasing of paternal uncertainty and detatching emotions from sex
so easily. I read articles where the authors romanticize the paternal uncertainty, short lived
relationships in tribes to contest the evils of paternal certainity and life long bonds found in western
societies. Do you women really hate paternal certainity and long-term relationship with biological
father's so much in your genes that you use us men as your masturbation toy and dispose us when you
are done with us. Do you only seek out marriage because society expects you? I apologize for being
vile in this post I am just in a bad mood today
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LOOKING TO SPEAK TO (EX)INCELS AND MGTOW
0 upvotes | October 25, 2022 | by LiamWhit | Link | Reddit Link
Production company is looking to speak to men who identify as incels or men going their own
way for a programme to be aired on a major channel about the challenges men are facing right
now.
In this two part series, our presenter explores the minefield of being a man in the 21st Century. A
centuries old code to being a man is under fire – masculinity, leadership, chivalry and traditional
roles as fathers and husbands - leaving a void.
So, in the 21st Century is too much demanded from men? What does our society, and women, really
want and expect? Should men be expected to change?
As part of this, we want to hear the perspectives of incels and men going their own way to gain
insight of men’s positions in this modern world.
All conversations are completely off the record at this stage and we are open to anonymously filming
anyone who would be willing to get involved.
Please reply here or private message if interested in taking part.
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For a man, is having a high body count impressive?
0 upvotes | October 24, 2022 | by MasonSub4 | Link | Reddit Link
I'll post something later about this idea I've been sitting on. I just wanted some consensus first.
View Poll
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What would you like to see more discussion about?
0 upvotes | October 23, 2022 | by RedditsOlderBrah | Link | Reddit Link
For shits and giggles I'll be churning out some youtube content to counter the 99% stupidly worthless
bullshit in the manosphere content space.
My first video will be about masculinity, and how nobody can tell you how to do it right or how to
'be a man'. Well, except me. I'm able to and I'll do that.
But I really want to be of interest to the people here and the rest of my target audience. What do you
want to see discussed? What would you like to see a dude with some answers speak on?
This ain't just for my benefit though, this will give everyone ideas for interesting topics.
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what communication style do/did you use with your partner at
different stages of your relationship?
0 upvotes | October 21, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
did you use RP tactics? did you just go "naturally" at it? how does that go?
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Is there any chance that you could be a terrible person?
0 upvotes | October 17, 2022 | by RedditsOlderBrah | Link | Reddit Link
It makes sense. If you try every piece of advice and nothing works, it has to be your personality.
Trying all advice means working significantly on your physical appearance, so even if you're not
good looking the mastery of fashion / bodybuilding / hygiene will produce a change of some sort. If
that change is not noticeable, there is only one other option.
The words I'm typing here won't matter to many. By placing the blame for their failure squarely at
their feet and denying them excuses, they feel threatened. Genuinely threatened. In this state, the prefrontal cortices which we need for logic and reason is literally shut off and everything is routed
through the amygdala for your fight / flight response. Their brain needs to create a narrative for why
this isn't true.
Introspection is the hardest thing you will endure as a human. Taking a good long look at yourself
and admitting that parts of you are bad is not fun. Changing is harder. Good luck.
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i feel like trying less and going outside less lowered men's
success nowadays
0 upvotes | October 13, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
Ironically without the ''blackpill' ' a short guy would try to approach a high number of girls until he
finally got someone, nowadays after a few failures guys read ' 'blackpill statistics' ' and stop trying to
approach and LDAR
Exeggrated example but if you approach 10000 girls instead of 10 you would have more chance.
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is it just me or do men these days rate smv by perceived
easiness rather than beauty?
0 upvotes | October 13, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
There was someone that argued with me that an average SEA or east asian girls had more smv than
an average slim white girl due to her exoticness, from my own experience, it's true asian have higher
smv than black girls or indian girls but outside of that, it's a turbo-cope unless you're talking to weebs
or bisexual femboy lover guys(i guess asian girls do resemble femboys? I honestly dunno why but it's
a connection i noticed.)
Before the age of feminism, blonde girls had the absolute highest smv without it ever being argued
and asian women were thought of as ''looking like little boys' ' by some, so i honestly don't think it's
their inherent looks, but men having gotten so weak that they would rather settle for their second
choice rather than the first, i have even experienced this myself as an ugly girl, no one approached me
irl but some guys on internet pointed out that i was unnattractive but they would still fuck me
(because they mistaked whatever i said as being horny)
Men are truly weak and lack willpower now.
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Which scenario do you fantasize about?
0 upvotes | October 9, 2022 | by kljcfg | Link | Reddit Link
This is specifically for women who have rape fantasies. What does your imaginary rapist do to you.
Does he have a preference for which orifice he will pleasure himself? Do you have a preference? Do
you like it if it is in the front door or back door?
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What a lot of people miss in the whole who has it easier — men
or women — debate
0 upvotes | October 8, 2022 | by Liberated_Asexual | Link | Reddit Link
https://youtu.be/4EWOVS8ydIg
What a lot of guys miss in the whole who has it better — men vs. women debate is that healthy men
are at a neurological advantage compared to women. It's why men are much more likely to be (and/or
are able to be) ambitious, industrious, and stoic, versus why women are much more prone to
debilitating anxiety and depression compared to men even if externally their life is perfect (i.e. cue
the trust fund beautiful blonde girl who needs to go on SSRIs for some reason despite having zero
challenges whatsoever in her life).
Of course, it's all just conspiracy talk to talk about the neurological and psychological impacts of
testosterone! What should really make you start questioning things is it's harder for a 20-40 year old
man with testosterone levels equivalent to that of an 80 year old man to get on TRT than it is for an
adolescent girl.
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femboypill
0 upvotes | October 5, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
guys why dont u match with femboys if females are hard
most of incels arent hetero anyway

(shitpost)
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female sexpatting post
0 upvotes | October 5, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
i like boyish looking pretty men as i said, but its pretty rare in my country where should i got o make
this common??
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am i asexual srs?
0 upvotes | October 4, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
I've literally only been attracted to anime porn, tried to make myself be attracted to irl people and it
was hard even with aesthetic celebrities, it was even worse when i was going outside, vast majority of
guys were ugly or nonsexual looking
Am i asexual?
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q4w: Why do some women think they are more valuable than
men because you let men pump and dump you?
0 upvotes | September 22, 2022 | by _Duriel_1000_ | Link | Reddit Link
This is directed at unmarried girls primarily but other girls can chime in. I want to know why do you
think you are more valuable than men, or "incels" because you spread your legs and let men pump
and dump you?
I think its common fact that men will stick our dicks in anything: holes in walls, socks, our hands,
your butt, your pussy, etc. So, when you spread your legs for a man, you aren't doing anything special
to raise your value, just like a sock that we like fucking doesn't have any additional value.
How come you believe that letting men use you makes you better than a man who doesn't use you?
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Suifuel for women most men are gay
0 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by kokorwqac | Link | Reddit Link
https://looksmax.org/threads/have-u-jerked-off-to-femboy-or-tranny-porn.544418
Jfl look at the answers how can women cope? How will they know the guy they fucked isn't secretly
watching femboy, troon or bbc porn?
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When There’s Nothing to Be Attracted To
0 upvotes | September 21, 2022 | by anonymous-platypus1 | Link | Reddit Link
In my search on forums ranging from no-pill to some unfortunate ncel torture society fantasies,
similar statements always comes up:
1. I’m not social, I don’t have a good job, my life has made my personality shitty, and I’m not
handsome and I’m actually ugly: I think it’s unfair that people aren’t attracted to me.
2. I have money and a good job, but I’m short/balding and women aren’t attracted to me.
3. I’m nice to women, but I’m average all around and I’ll never find a partner.
I’m going to briefly discuss the last two then get to my question.
Yeah, it’s hard to date as someone who is not conventionally attractive in the society they have been
raised in: however, I don’t think it’s as impossible as some men here make it seem. There are women
that would happily date them: go to the forever alone women forum, those women really just want a
partner; but I think the issue comes from not wanting to “settle” and internalizing it as inadequacy.
As for my actual question: if you are a person that self describe as being ugly, anti-social, financially
unstable, with a terrible personality, but is still angry at the fact you must use a lot of effort to even
attempt to get female attention, what are you expecting the person to be attracted to? Would you be
attracted to an ugly woman with a shitty personality and bad hygiene? Would you marry her, or even
give her long term affection?
I am trying to understand where the anger comes from and who it’s really aimed at.
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Would you consider this hypothetical world to reflect feminist
values?
0 upvotes | September 11, 2022 | by roseonyxa | Link | Reddit Link
So I am working on a world building project and I was wondering if this world of mines reflect
feminist values. Trigger warning for sex positive folks, this post may not be suitable for you. Also
would you want to live in this world are the one you currently live in?
Both men as and women are treated equally in society and have access to participate in all kinds of
jobs even though there are certain jobs men are more wide spread and certain jobs women are more
wide spread in. Women have access to abortion and there is no wage gap. Premarital sex strongly
discouraged and no one cares to have premarital sex but there is no gender double standards and no
body shamming. Consent and relationship skills are taught in educational systems. Most People
marry in their early 20's.
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Men should protect women ( and do other things ), women
should provide sex (ADOT). There's nothing wrong with that.
0 upvotes | September 11, 2022 | by you-arent-reading-it | Link | Reddit Link
https://youtube.com/shorts/ziOu0ZHxsDg?feature=share
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What's ur opinion about surveys?
0 upvotes | September 11, 2022 | by shreyastalpade | Link | Reddit Link
Most of the surveys show men having more partners and sex than women. Do you believe in these
results? Most of the times men increase their numbers while women decrease when it comes to sex
and partners.
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Reverse Catfishing - yup I did that on dating sites way back
when. I always had an acceptable but less flattering photo of
me online.
0 upvotes | September 10, 2022 | by RatDontPanic | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/lifestyle-buzz/why-people-are-reverse-catfishing-on-dating-app
s-and-whether-it-s-ethical/arAA11Gceg?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=435a84c787604c5eb26ca3470163306a
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thoughts on this: why some men fail and why it isn't as easy as
blue, red, black pill make it out to explain (repost from an oc
ppd comment)
0 upvotes | September 7, 2022 | by no_bling_just_ding | Link | Reddit Link
myself: i spend most of my time, whether i want to or not, indoors at home. i live in a secluded town
where most of the people are simply not desirable to interact with either due to vast gaps of social
class or interests (think: reading books primarily in english along with other languages vs. watching a
shit ton of tik tok and scrolling arabic facebook.) i do not exagerrate when i say there are no activity
centers such as clubs and the like other than maybe language learning centers in here, and any further
than that i couldnt convince my parents it's worth the gasoline to get there.
my parents are not mentally stable and generally the entire family is dysfunctional. my sister and i
believe that my mother has npd and that my father is also some cluster b disorder. while i believe that
i have come to adopt a relatively secure attachment style over the years from trial and error and
introspection, i suspect that i have some degree of AvPD.
the people i interact with most are store clerks, my parents and my sister on any given day outside of
uni where i am a cs student. but i live in MENA, so the class is actually close to 51:49 M:F gender
split. (the female students being either taken, following their parents' advice not to hang out with
dudes, unknown to me or simply uninterested.) now, do typical blue pill explanations hold here?
i.e. "you just don't respect women", "you don't view them as people", "you're too selfish", "you're too
rude", "you feel entitled to..."? i have no reason to think so. some redditors might point and laugh at
my activity on this website for petty reasons, but as far as i can tell in real life, i was told by the
women around me that i'm a pleasant person to be around, and have rarely if ever been accused of
breaking boundaries or harassment. to the best of my memory, it hasn't happened since elementary
school and that was more due to lack of social skills from being sheltered and banned from
interacting with other kids outside class than being horny as i hadnt hit puberty yet.
do red pill explanations hold here? i.e. do i just need to be more alpha? it could be. i do not try to
compete or "best" other men though at least on the student rankings i'm generally within the top 10 of
my class. i'm also not the fittest man although i have visible muscle and i am not overweight at all.
my bmi is 23.5, 5'9, 72 kg. but i'm also more or less complacent at times, i can't be productive from
the moment i wake up to the moment i go to bed although i wish that were the case.
do black pill explanations hold here? likely. i'm on the shorter side compared to most of my male
peers in college. the guys i've seen with women were without exception taller than myself. i also don't
mask my stims all that well especially under stress (one teacher stopped to ask me close-up if i had
autism so she could let me take a break. another apparently wanted me to "spend some time
personally" with her and was just overall creepy and flirty with me while she was married, even had
me sit on her desk once. (i was 18 and she was 40.) none of the people aside from my sister who had
heard of this found anything strange with it, i'm a dissenting opinion.)
i also don't have much wealth to flaunt either and often run into dead ends making small talk just by
following scripts in conversation. conversely, one female ppd user who was married and saw a
pciture of myself claimed i was 8/10 along with another female user who's active on FAW that gave
the same rating. my matches on dating apps, aside from a few i met at first that fizzled out, were all
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bots. one later turned out to recognize me from real life but had never met me close-up and said she
wanted to get to know me better (that's still unfolding.)
i have witnessed one of my friends' gfs(now ex) try to humorously neg him whenever i got close to
the both of them and it made me uncomfortable. another girl who once sought me out and gave me
her number blocked me after she tried to convince me that i had asked for her number which i
distinctly remember didnt happen and make me explain "why i did it." (gender reversed redpill???).
she had dyed hair if that makes a difference. another one, a bit more goth, also had a bf and seemed to
get all flirty with me in body language when she'd notice me or when i get close to her. i passed. i
also got turned down once by a rather average-looking girl i liked, we're still friends. it had more to
do with her state of mind than with my LMS i believe. her friends still wanted to set me up with her.
case study 2: 5'9 middle eastern man, same age as myself, currently in canuckstan for college. like
myself, ex-muslim from a religious family. only time he had sex was with an escort he paid 300 CAD
and he claims it wasn't worth it. he has a very masculine face yet a mediocre frame that he
compensated for by working out. to the best of my knowledge, his personality is more aggressive /
stoic than mine and he has gotten into school fights to prove himself to his bullies at an all-male high
school back in his native country.
in another country, he witnessed a guy in senior hs i believe, very effeminate and tall, surrounded
with female simps just for his looks even as he politely asked them to go away (this experience made
him lean blackpill.) he interacts with very few people because he feels sick and alienated from
society, and has had no matches on apps. on other social apps, he has befriended girls in our age
range successfully.
he's also been on exactly one date before who quietly ghosted him after it went well for multiple
hours. we believe that she had realized his height was shorter than that of her own female friends iirc
as nothing else was obvious to us and as he says it, the outing went well for the both of them.
he currently struggles with his studies as he's not feeling driven but spends his time heavily
researching medical articles on psychiatry and learning to use linux. note that he is also a CS major.
he has medical issues that, while manageable, stress him considerably.
case study 3: racially mixed man living in europe. no euro ancestry. brown skin tone. younger than
me by a couple years. very tall, say above 6 ft. underweight, he says and i believe it from the pictures
i've seen. wears glasses. he voluntarily withdrew from the game. comes from a well-off family,
studies well, has multiple hobbies. his experiences with women have led him to conclude that as an
introvert who doesn't like his hobbies to be constrained by the sensibilities of others and prefers to
play vidya and produce online content, etc. that he can't expect much luck his way.
he had a crush once. got turned down and it didnt really affect him. watched his friends get and lose
girls, specifically one whose ex went twice for a gang member. others were obsessed with radical
politics of which one went out of her way to take offense at his dark sense of humor, slung an
accusation at him of racism against dark-skinned people even though he is one of them.
like the two other case studies above, does not identify as feminist nor as right-wing. we all lean more
blackpill than blue or red as a result of our experiences , our observations of that of others and the
scientific literature on human mating we've been exposed to, even if i don't take any of the pill colors
as true in all circumstances.
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"Societal collapse"
0 upvotes | September 7, 2022 | by Tropeland | Link | Reddit Link
I always here people on these corners of the internet talking about it. What does "collapse" look like
you to? And don't you think technology can sway most of it? Things like automation means less and
less men are going to be needed to begin with and pair that with the "I'll tame you with SSRIs"
culture, I highly doubt most people will ever challenge anything in the world be it with social issues
or economic in any 1st world country on a revolutionary scale
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Crushes and Rejections
0 upvotes | September 4, 2022 | by riverden | Link | Reddit Link
I understand women have it hard when they reject guys since men can harass them or use violence on
them. This is a valid experience women go through unfortunately.
But I also noticed that women hate it when guys develop crushes on them. I am not talking about
aromatics but this sense that they hate the actual crushes that guys develop on them. I think the reason
being is either that they think guys are manipulating them or they are scared of ruining their
friendship. Notice the words "I think" I am using here. I can get where they are coming from but I
think these thoughts are incorrect.
This makes me believe that the solution women want is for guys to supress their feelings or for guys
to not express their feelings. Again this is just my folk theory I am not claiming that this is the
absolute truth.
But I think we can come up with better solutions to this dilemma. For one we need better men who
can handle rejection appropriately. Before the red pillers come at me I think women should stop
assuming all guys that develop crushes are manipulative. I understand guys who end friendships with
you and that sucks but I think it's because they cannot handle uncomfortable emotions and I think
they should handle these emotions and remain friends. At the same time women should take the
chance and date their friends if they want to. Not saying women should give everyone a chance just
that they should go after someone they have feelings for. If they break up so what they handle these
uncomfortable emotions and awkwardness. Life is full of awkwardness and uncomfortable feelings
but we need to navigate through them instead of avoiding them. These are just my thoughts and ideas,
I am not claiming I hold the absolute truth so please don't get the wrong idea here
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X-Post: My (27m) fiancée (27f) is upset I missed dinner with
her parents to take care of my son (7) -- What the hell is wrong
with these people who see him as more in the wrong than she
was?
0 upvotes | August 27, 2022 | by TriggurWarning | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "My (27m) fiancée (27f) is upset I missed dinner with her parents to take care of my son (7)" from
/r/relationship_advice:

Last night, I was supposed to meet her and her parents for dinner. My son was sick that night, so his
mom and I decided to take him to the hospital. I texted my fiancée telling her I was going to be late,
and she said it was fine. After, I decided to stay with my son and his mom to take care of him. I
genuinely forgot about the dinner, until she sent me several texts saying "wow did you forget I
existed" "why do you even need me when you already have a family?" Now she's ignoring my texts
and calls. How do I fix this?
Posted by throwra37373-06 | 27 August 2022 | Link
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The pill I take is the Empty Pill. AMA
0 upvotes | August 27, 2022 | by Hekinsieden | Link | Reddit Link
https://t.co/MFnLqINDEk">pic.twitter.com/MFnLqINDEk</a></p>&mdash
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Q4Men, Women and the Workplace
0 upvotes | August 26, 2022 | by Marzipan-Happy | Link | Reddit Link
No judgment (from me at least) but what jobs do you think are appropriate for women? What jobs
should women not be allowed in if any? Why?
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Do men in general envy women?
0 upvotes | August 16, 2022 | by brightglowup | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Do men in general envy women?" from /r/PurplePillDebate:

Not only in the"west" but all over the world in general. I don't say all but I think most men envy
women in general, even men who say they don't maybe it's because they haven't realized the
privileges they have. I think any man envies women when it comes to tinder, dating, sexuality, sex
work, society and so on. For example how a poor woman can date up or have sex with a rich man but
a poor man can't. There is also how men are held to higher standards such as having confidence, a
good job, a house, a car, height, penis size, sexual performance... I think any man envies how women
don't go through that.
And lastly: Pregnancy and how women are the only ones who decide whether reproduction happens
or not. Or as I mentioned in another post how a woman can get pregnant by someone "superior" but a
man can't do that.
Posted by CaptainZardok | 16 August 2022 | Link
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